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cr individ. 

Contact your Division/Staff Records Management Officer if you have 
any questions Conceming the maintenance or. disposition of this dossier. 
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WNINTEL FJPASTIME 

|. REFSs ἂν DIRECTOR 5553 Le By een GUB19 0613976 _ 
4M, STATION APPRECTATES RECEIVING REF & FILE SUMMARY ON RAYMOND 4, GERENDE, STATION DOES NOT PLAN MAKE CONTACT NOR USE GEKENDE OPERATIONALLY. hs ea ese Face 

τος τἕν FILE: 2010110523, €2, IMPDET, 
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SECRET 

TOs 

: ἐς Uraymonp H, GERENDE, (IDENTITY A) WAS RECRUITED 
AS A MEMBER OF A STATION URILATERAL SURVEILLANCE TEAM, 
RECEIVED AN OPERATIONAL APPROVAL ON 28 FEB 55 AND ON 1'OC7 55. WA 
CONVERTED TO CONTRACT STATUS WITH AN INITIAL. ANNUAL SALARY. 

} ς - en ne emcee 

», BY LATE 1956 HE HAD BECOME THE[ JEN CHARGE OF THE SURVEIL 
"AND ADDITIONALLY WAS IN CHARGE OF PHOTO SURVEILLANCE OF THE SOVIET 

oN 

ἐς MISSION, INCLUDING PROCESSING THE FILM, AT THIS TIME HE wAS DESCRIBED 
“ AS BEING “CONSCIENTIOUS, LOYAL, HARDWORKING AND DEDICATED,* IN 1957 

WE WAS GIVEN FIVE WEEKS OF CLANDESTINE OPS TRAINING IN THE _HQS- AREA 
BEING DESCRIBED BY HIS TRAINER AS MORE "PROSAMERICAN THAN 
IN LATE 1958 HE WAS DESCRIBED aS One [2 THE STATION'S*HOST. VALUAGLE 

᾿ς ASSETS", ETC, 

δι “ON 12 DEC SB GERENDE MARRIED LIEMPTY<19 DENTITY 8), ΜΗ 
ASSISTEOD MIM DURING THE NEXT TEN YEARS AS 
IN GENERAL GERENDE APPEARS YO HAVE PERFORMED A CREDITABLE JOB AS THE 

FOR THE KDFACTOR ACTIVITY, WHICH PROVIDED SURVEILLANCE AND PHOTO 
~COVERSGE OF THE SOVIET TARGET, AT THE TIME OF TERMINATION, HIS 
τ CONTRACT AGENT SALARY HAD INCREASED PER ANNUM, SIGNIFICANTLY 
“EXCEPT FOR GIVING ENGLISH LESSONS AND OTHER MINCR COVER ACTIVITIES, 
' GERENDE WAS CONSIDERED TO BE A FULL@TIME RTACTION EMPLOYEE, _HE 
PERFORMED A NUMBER OF TASKS IN ADDITION TO KDFACTOR, INCLUDING 

_ © SERVING AS LP KEEPER AND TRANSCRIBER/TRANSLATOR OF AN AUDIO OPERATION, ὁ. 
- + INVOLVEMENT IN AND CUBAN EXILE GROUPS, 
. GENERAL OPS SUP ENT, ON 8 OCT 1963» ee 

GERENDE SUCCESSFULLY PASSED AN SGSRIRL» ALTHOUGH IT EMERGED THAT: HE 
HAD NOT ACCOUNTED FOR ALL. FUNDS PASSED TO HIM (THE STATION DISMISSED. 
THIS PROBLEM) AND FELT THAT HE WAS BEING UNDEREMPLOYED BY RTACTICH, ὁ 
CONCERNING THE LATTER CHARGE, THE STATION SEEMS ΤΌ. HAVE HAD PROBLEMS . 
THROUGHOUT THE 1960'S KEEPING GERENDE FULLY OCCUPIED, SINCE FOR. 
SECURITY REASONS THERE wAS RELUCTANCE TO INTROOUCE HIM TO ANY: MORE 

ες OPERATIONS THAN THE CONSIDERABLE NUMBER HE WAS ALREADY AWARE OF, 
(FYI: IN ADDITION TO HIS mIFE, GERENDE'S MOTHER, 201°0262866, AND - ..... ΓΞ 

ΤΠ BROTHER@INeLAWS (KOFACTOR|I) AND CRDADAGE®14) . WERE ALSO STATICN 
᾿ς ASSETS. : . a, 

ΓΝ 

“ho MGsna Ὁ 
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78 064536) PAGE 002 : TOT: 0219572 May 78. - DIRECTOR 215553 

3+ ΪΝ 1969 GERENDE SEPARATED FROM LIEMPTy=19 IN ἩΜΑΥ͂ TURNED 

SUSPENDED BY THE STATION BECAUSE OF HIS FULL@TIME INVOLVEMENT In. LEGAL MATTERS SURROUNDING THE DIVORCE... ON 26 JUNE 1976 GERENDE AND LIEMPTY©39 SIGNED QUIT CLAIMS AND SECRECY AGREEMENTS, GERENDE was fe κῷ PAID $10,000 AND LIEMPTYa;9 32500.AS TERMINATION BONUSES, AND THE - PAYMENTS WERE MADE OWN A MONTHLY BASIS SO THAT-THE STATION WOULD HAVE SOME CONTROL OVER THE: Two AnD THEREBY KEEP THEIR RYACTION STATUS. FROM EMERGING DURING THE DIVORCE PROCEEDINGS, ON 8 JULY 1970 LIEMPTY©19 UNEXPECTEDLY APPEARED AT HOS IN ΑΝ ATTEMPT YO GET a LARGER TERMINATION BONUS,’ .SUBSEGUENTLY LIEMPTYe19 AND HER CHILDREN WENT Τὸ ~RESIDE IN. THE HAGUE, NETHERLANDS, WHERE SHE WAS PAID THE REST OF HER -. TERMINATION BONUS VIA MONTHLY CHECKS. SENT T0-HER BROTHER IN THE HOS. AREA... SHE WAS LAST REPORTED ΤῸ BE WORKING AS A SECRETARY AY THE ‘UsS. MISSION IN THE HAGUE, cone : 

“> @e ACCORDING aera Ιϑοδό; 10 APRIL 72, THE LAST: - elation CONTACY with WAS IN MAY $971, WHEN HE RECEIVED THE \ : FINAL INSTALLMENT OF TERMINATION BONUS,. CABLE NOTED THAT GERENDE 

END OF MESSAGE 

: APPEARED FINANCIALLY PRESSED, BUT WAS GIVING OD&ILY ENG ‘CLASSES AND RENTING HIS HOUSE TO STATION siarren[ ς΄ ΠῚ THERE WAS NO INDICATION THAT EITHER GERENDE OR HIS WIFE HAD VIOLATED THEIR SECRECY. AGREEMENT ENT. WAS MADE. THAT HE NO LONGER APPEARED PASM oes eee } i 
5. IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT GERENDE*S AGENT SERVICE RECORD QUALIFIES :RECOMENDATION FOR HIS REUSE BY SAYING THAT HE SHOULD HAVE SUFFICIENT OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT INCOME. TO OBVIATE. THE NEED FOR FULLe ‘TIME RIACTION EMPLOYMENT, AND HAVE RESOLVED ‘HIS PERSONAL PROBLEMS, “TT MOULD APPEAR THAT EXCE®T FOR A POSSIBLE ROLE IN SERVICING SPECIFIC © OPS SUPPORT TASKS» GERENDE OFFERS LITTLE POTENTIAL FOR THE STATION, ~ QUGGEST THAT THE STATION MAY WISH TO DISCUSS GERENDE WITH THEODORE “Ge KINDOPP (P) UPON WIS ARRIVAL, SINCE GERENDE WAS HIS LANDLORD : «DURING PREVIOUS STayT ὃς : eer 

6. FILE: 2010119523, €2 IMPDET,> τὸ ORIG! (ΔΟΜΌ5Β (TeCHAMBERLAND)? AUTH: AC/LA/MGSB (LEHMAN)S REL? DC/LA/NR (DESMOND). CL BY 029163,< 

“7° SECRET 
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78 0645456! PAGE 001 
wi) ΤΟΙ͂Σ 0220162 MAY 78 DIRECTOR 215575 . 
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SECRET 
STAFF 0220162 DIRECTOR 215575 
τοι 

‘ ᾿ 
ἈΝΊΝΤΕΙ | FUPASTIME eg Agh\c ln 

REFS pinecroR 215553 
Jf 

te \roewrity A © RAVON JOSEPH A LV A RE 2 DURANT 

OU U.S, CITIZENSHIP IN 1952 YO PARTICI< PATE ΟΝ a TS Ct AND TO AVOID υ.8, 
DRAFT, LINGUAL IN SPANISH AND ENGLISH, 

ὃ. IDENTITY B © HESTER.R 00 oo a | 

ὃς FILES 2016139523, E2 ἽΜΡΌΕΤ, » 

END OF MESSAGE SECRET 
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“.. RECOMMENDED FOR RE@USE, REQUEST HOS SUMMARY OF ALVAREZ 
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Pay oe eo caidas ees s 
‘  §5708/ SECRET ee Σ΄. CPR Sg Sey Ge 
- Ne STAFF 

CTION: L&e-B (150) THFO? FILE, VR, DOO0|a, C/PCS, CA, Clea, EPS/EGe2, 7 IR/DMS) ODPD|D, PCS/DEF, (ΦΩΖΗΣ ὁ ᾿ ᾿ 

é aa Seg PAGE 001 " ἜΣ 
᾿ : TOR: 2601537 APR 78 4819 

ν POQOGDOR που πον ἐὐπον ον πόκου Ὁ 

© $€ CRE T 2600257 APR 78. STAFF 
απ aaa 

Τοῦ. DIRECTOR, | 
Ge WNINTEL, FOPASTIME 0 

_ 1, ON 25 APRIL 1978 RAMON JOSEPH ALVAREZ DURANT 
(201©119523) WALKED ImTC US; 

τ χε; SERVICES-TO-RTACTION, “HE WAS INTERVIEWED BY U.S. EMBASSY POLITICAL OFFICER (NOT STATION OFFICER) AND REPORTED THAT ME WAS RECRUITED BY IDEN & IN 1955 AT UNIVERSITY OF. THE ‘SAMERICAS AWD WORKED FOR RTACTION UNTIL 1969, HIS PSEUDO ον WAS IDEN B, AFTER READING ARTICLE IN 17 APRIL 1978 ISSUE | OF TIME HE DECIDED TO OFFER HIS: SERVICES ΤῸ RTACTION ONCE. ες AGAIN, ALVAREZ 15 CURRENTLY A PARTNER AT LOCAL RESTAURANT, 
“|| ὃς, STATION FILE OW ALVAREZ WAS DESTROYED SHORTLY AFTER HIS ‘TERMINATION ἽΝ 1470, INDEX CARD INDICATES THAT HE WAS 

201 FILE AND HIS PREVIOUS DUTIES FOR RTACTION, 
3, pFILE: 201119523, ΕΖ, IMPDET, 

δ 

SECRET. 



ce sane eave eae nema νι τ᾽ 

[-} Counterintelligence case (i.e., involving a foreign intelligence or 

‘This assignment of category has been entered into ST: 

ee, ae RE δ ere μὰ 
ως τ ε oat & ΒΝ 
ἐδ ες SECRET - ν 

(When Filled In) 

4 Fo. ors 
(date) 

Review of 201 File on U.S. Citizen 

Ia accordance with the DDO's notice of 9 βεξδαδες 1974, I have revieved 
the 201 file on ALVA e 2 (surname) (201 number indicated below), 
and have determined that it can most accurately be categorized as indicated below: 

Should be closed. (if this category applies, 
affix Records Officer stamp.) 

] Unwiteing collaborator. ΟἹ Code A?. 
Explanation: 

‘Witting collaborator. OI Code Al. 

. Potential witeing collaborator; date opened: 
Of Code A2. 

Former witting collaborator (relationship terminated). 
OI Code 43. 

[] Potential witting collaborator never contacted. ΟἹ Code Aé. bog 

‘eecurity service)... Of Code 45. 

. ΓΙ All others. ΟἹ Code A6. 

Signed 

. Signed_ NR ee Son 28 ir 5. 
(initials) ἔ j date) 

τ ΩΝ ̓  . . ro tiny ᾿ : ᾿ 

‘This document is a permanent part of this file. 201- f / } 523 

SECRET _ ἘΖ IMPDET CL BY 061475 
- (When Filled In) 
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μα C-O-N-F-I-D-E-N-T-I-a-b .} ie I. ἢ When Filled In εἰ : 

“[ιῳ.. Ἤτον Ε SECRET (date) 

Review of 261 File on U.S.. Citizen 

In accordance with the DDO's notice of 9 December 1974, I have reviewed the 201 file on ΘΕ ΞΈΙΣ ALVAREZ (surname) 
(201 number indicated below), and have determined that it can 
most accurately be categorized as indicated below: 

ἢ | should be closed. 
᾿ 

| ἊΝ : 
Γ] witting collaborator. OI Code Αἱ. ὁ : ᾿ 

ἫΝ | | “potential witting collaborator; date opened a OL Code A2. . 

ae x former witting collaborator (relationship terminated). Le Ol Code 43. 
be. 
᾿ | | potential witting collaborator never contacted (security : Teasons, derogatory information). OI Code A4. : 

| ] counterintelligence case {i.e., involving a foreign Ἔ intelligence or security service). ΟΣ Code A5. H 

: [1 21} others. ΟΣ Code A6. i i. 
᾿ 

Σ ὦ 

εἰ τ τ 0 Fe Os Be eg ; | } Dae HOT # 
title (component) i 

. at i 
it = " . This assignment of category has been entered into STAR. : 

| ‘Stance ᾿ NA ον (2: ὦ | 197 (ὃ 
. (initials) ᾿ (date) 

Sees amr ase heen gee een 

_.. This document is a permanent part of this file. 

When Filled In 
" ~ @+O-N-F-I-D-E-N-T-I-A-L 

- 201- 95) 4 

os, ¢E2 IMPDET _ 
CL BY 054979 
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SECRET 1023182 APR 12 πε 19452 
3 

| DIRECTOR 

Ϊ le ἘΟΈΛΟΤΟΣ ite 8 582033 
| REF DIRECTOR 252261 7 fies 

| | [er MONTHLY WITH RAYMOND HK. GERENDE 

b: FROM JULY 1970 TO MAY. 1971 TO PAY TEN INSTALLMENTS OF TERMINA- 

i. TION BONUS. LAST MEET WAS 4 MAY 1971. ALL IMPORTANT INFO ON 

| PROBLEMS OF GERENDE AND WIFE (FORMERLY LIENPTY-19) WAS REPORTED 

ae BY CABLE DURING THIS PERIOD, EXCEPT FOR NEWS THAT GERENDE VISITED: ον 

δον τον 4. HOLLAND DURING CHRISTMAS 1976 WHEN HAD AMICABLE VISIT VITH WIFE A 

shar Δ AND CHILDREN. . ; 

τς {τ δος, GERENDE IS OWNER OF HOUSE RENTED AUGUST 1976 BY | ἑ 

a | STATION STAFFER ery, HE STILL TEACHING. ENGLISH : 

τ ΕΠ, ΤῸ EMPLOYEES OF TWO LOCAL FIRMS AND APPEARS FINANCIALLY PRESSED ἐς Ὁ ἃ 

| ds, SINCE CLASS SCHEDULE REDUCED RECENTLY FROM SIX ΤῸ TWO HOURS = ae 

INDICATED HE MIGHT VISIT WIFE IN HOLLAND THIS SUMMER. WE HAVE 

᾿ ~REARD NOTHING DIRECTLY OR INDIRECILY TO INDICATE GERENDE HAS Η 
᾿ 

a ae VIOLATED HIS SECRECY AGREEMENT OR PROBED INTO’ LULUTE STATUS OF 

᾿ εν GARDALPHE. 
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ἘΠῚ | ᾿ + ἘΣ rene : 

σὸς WH/1/FI/CI (2 SECRET eas oe ee 
(¢ ca ὃ ᾿ | 

τ eer: 4167 a ae gai ττυσοῆς 

rae 6 APRIL1I72 
CABLE SCCAETAS:AT. DISSEMINATION | Clincex = (3 masex τ μετυὴν TOW PR [9 Fie ee 

“ὦ /3t 
; 

py? το.’ K τὴς eves rue vs. 50-6-74/3 

Fae 'ee: 1 F | me. ve, 

: 
tee {pica} 

(eines Leston} Teste bad Emme fi: ewe ce PURSE 

. SECRET ay 4 i : «εοκε, 32 2 Ὁ | : 

___KDFACTOR | | ᾿ 2 ᾿ 

REF: A, HMMW-18, 773, 23 DECEMBER ΤΙ ᾿ 
ie B. HMMA- -41734, ‘0 MARCH 72 - 

| Ι, IN ORDER COMPLETE REF A KDFACTOR 
SECURITY REVIEW RE 

KNOWLEDGEABILITY OF TERMINATED AGENTS AND FAMILIES, STATION 

REQUESTED FURNISH BRIEF SUMMARY OF RAYMOND H. GERENDE'S | 

᾿ς ACTIVITIES FROM TERMINATION IN JUNE 1970 TO PRESENT, ‘ABOVE INFO 

. . 'KEEDED PRIOR TO COB 11 APRIL, IN ORDER PROVIDE NEEDED DETAIL 

τ 8. PILE: 50-6-74/3. ᾿" ἌΝ 

cae ἘΞ | a τ ΣΝ 2 ᾿ ἘΝΌΟΣ MESSAGE 7 : 

a WA COMMENT: Reference A requested an updated seczrity review of ape ACTOR . 

Operations ana ἢ srowledzeabil: ty of terminat
ed acents and ; 

families. Reiererce Β 15 S.ation answer τὸ Reference A. 

τ ae - Reference B lacks cetail regarding GERENDE, who handled 

ἐς KDFACTOR up to kate 16 at, present activities. 

AC: WH/T 

Gamer rinTING OFFICERS εν oe Sere ; εἰ 
to Rod Sse AE ᾿αυτμεντιδατινο. . 

; CEFIZIR 
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ee ae eee ener! (When Fite In) Secs —_— «οοοοοος. 

“..............-...---ρῦ 
| ᾿ π []uorreo {| REPRODUCTION OF Tons COPY PROM BITED 

ath seeks Ado) 

DIRECTOR INFG | peter 
SLIEMPTY ὁ : | 

‘REF: DIRECTOR 124743 | 

1.° Dem, POLITCAL COVISELOR AND ADMIN OFFICER ALL ΄ > 

16 Jett 251867 

BRIEFED ‘ON LIEMPTY/19 BACKGROUND PRIOR TO KER | EMPLOYMENT. 

_SIHIS SATISFIES STATION RESPONSIBILITIES TO-EMBASSY AND 4 

ee RAISE MATTER WITH GPOUGHT AT THIS TIME. 

 FILEs 2801-24162) AND 2861-139523. GP-1. 

ee 

NMICROFILMED 

FEB 121971 

COC. MICRO. S=Er. 

"SECRET 
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| 1 ὶ RENTAL OPM κα / 
ες ' Weiae Come: fF 

4 Gna hls es | 

UNIT: ΜΥ͂Σ o 2 CRET 
Σ ἄχτι. 22 Jan 71 
i pee 

ἢ ese accra μα DISSEMINATION — [ winex ΓῚ "ὦ 1HOLX ΓΠ ecrurn το... οὐ ρπαάνοη ΕΠ πῶς κι] 

1 py a | | | a a ------ 
ies ¥ ξ if ᾿ ' 

tette} (pica) 

(classification) {oais and ume tied ° (Uestesonce Bumbes} 

SECRET wi ct : : ahd ᾿ ε 
ee (65. ..538.. μὐθ. θοῶς ΣΤᾺΣ : At, Ωἰ CITE DIRECTPR: τὸν 

ἐ 1 0 POAT AY | 122 | 

ie fe ΘΝ Bee 

Β. ONHW. 18507, 13 AUG 70 59 

1 a ete Oa “SUGGEST GPOUGHT BE BRIEFED ON LIEMPTY-19 PAST 

| Se JKLANCE STATUS, STRESSING FACT SHE TERMINATED WITHOUT PREJUI- 

DICE: 30 JUNE 70, MARITAL PROBLEUS, AND THAT HQS MAINTAINING 

_ CORRESPONDENCE WITH HER VIA-HER BROTHER FOR PURPOSE OF FOR- 

| WARDING PAYMENTS DUE HER. NO OTHER CONTACT WITH HER EXPECTED 

OR DESIRED. ὁ oe, | “i tay * Ὁ κα 

‘©. 2, REF B, AND ATTACHMENTS CONTAIN SUMMARY LIEMPTY-19 | 

"Ss ASE WHICH WOULD BE USEFUL IN BRIEFING. 

3, FILE: 201-241621 AND 201-119523. 

_ END OF MESSAGE 

 WH/COMMENT: * LIEMPTY-19 assumed position as social secretary 

a ae and receptionist to GPOUGHT. 

ἣν **LIEMPTY-19 employment and termination data, 

Agency service record and quit clain. 

C/VH/1 
C/WH/F 
AC/E/BNL_Wes Parker Gin drait (FATE WILLTRH Vv. 

CHIEF, WHD = 
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© RETR τοῖο 

; YJ τον ἐατ YR ner. pioct, ppP. Nak 2 chek, ct cles. EL ἕν, 

ry 

t 
‘ 

1 

2. 
NIST TO GPOUGHT END OCCUPIES DESK IN 

HAS GIVEN NO a1 reat ION HER 
| SECRETARY AND RECE PT 10 

LUCUFF SO FAR AS WE AVARE, SHE 

Ai) HAS DISPLAYED NO INTEREST 
mEVIOUS JHL ANCE “CONNECT ION A 

JYLANCE PERSONNEL. WE SHOULD ASSUIE , HOVEVER 5 THAT 18 

᾿ απ: COURSE OF EVENTS SHE WILL EVE iT UALLY BECOME 

δ ARE: SHLANCE PERSONNEL , PART ICULARLY COS. 

Be on POSIT IVE SIDE» THIS 908 PROSABLY SOLVES ANY 

T Me 
PER SONAL FINANCIAL FROBLEHS SHE HAS HAD A‘ AT SANE 

SHOULD INHIBIT HER FROM TAKING ANY ACT IONS AGAINST 

“SHLANCE THAT WOULD PLACE HER ‘JOB IN JEOPARDY. 

3. FILE: 201-24 1621 AND 2di- 119523. GP-1 

SECRET 

ere | fi 4221 

oe aoe “SECRET | 

Δα 1013 USE PREVICUS ; ae ee ᾿ νος ἡ ra a ; ᾿ με. 5. 

j c 3 EDITIONS ; 
zz ; 

© 
ὃ SECRET 21155@ JAN 71 CITE THE HACUE 9208 . “ 

| ; Ξ : 
1) wrote a letter to ro | dant ἐς 5} έ 7 

ἷξ © ; LIENPTY ᾿ ee Sirector aated 30 Nov. 170 reviewing her complaints 

2. 8 ; ΒΕΡῚ DIRECTOR ι0524.14 Ὧ against her ex: -husband. 

Ss a _ 
ae τ» ᾿ - 

᾿ 

i. ΟΝ 1 JAN 11, LIZUPTY ASSUMED POSITION AS SOCIAL 
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ΩΝ re 

se vr, APS Q 

: 
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ere oe 
(relererce numer} 

SECRET 

(date end time fieay 

cure DIRECTOR ἡ φῇ 06 is 
J] 

ee [Σ 
a“ x4 o 

3.4 3 ἢ 

oe o> ~ 8 tod 

LIEMPTY 

_ REF: [sd 3 * (IN 212100) 
δ 

1. CON SHOULD _AVO 

᾿ ΠΩΣ NEED INTERFERE WITH LIEMPTY/19 EMPLOYMENT PLANS, 

2. HQS WILL CONTINUE HANDLING LIEMPTY/19 VIA IDENTITY Ὁ, 

eas MOEN ee Rarer ire ἐε DIR 057025 SHO IN TURN IS HANDLED BY wOBONE. 
cms pe tare ee ene oe es 

᾿ 3. CURRENT READING WILL BE OBTAINED FROM IDENTITY Ὁ, 6ὃ. τ 

DER! 057085... a. ia. ee 

“0 ἃς PELE: =201+119523 AND 201-241621. ie miGROFA NED = : 
τ rae yee τ τ 1910 ὶ Ve 

ἣν a ὁ ππο, πίσπο, SER. : 
ἄγῃ Comment: LIE! apni visited LNCUFY at retapucnattonpting 

: to contact J : 

CANH/1 

᾿ς ον C/WH/SEC 

ἀπ draft) WH/NOC 
.--: 

ἊΣ ΡΖ. 

_ E/BNL/AN_, Wad Patna ΣΙ 
e 

BROs . ~ AWJULIAN V. 
eH τὺ soe 

ieee t =n MG 52 
Ὰ Pnabete fire. εῖωγαδις, ᾿ αὐτηεντίξατιμα : 

5 ECRET 4 [tae Ni. Pose al 

_ coors £8, 60 Be Plc 
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ae 
exe 13 NOVESIBER 1970 

CAL κε BESS TAKIAT DISSEMINATION 

Cowley L/FIT/ET- 
107 /1973 

r Ἶ 

i COC, MICRO. SEM. 

fetes 
(orserercs nuniber) ΠΥ ΣΎ ΤΊ (Jaco ari time filed) 

SECRET , _. "+ €fTE OIRECTOR 

- INSOLUBLE MARITAL. DIFFICULTIES, AND JKLANCE HAS LESS WARRANT. OR Comal 
“eterna etter - ag ἜΣ 

AND GERENDE SIGNED TERMINATION AND SECRECY AGREEMENTS, AND WE INTEND: 3 

SMMAN EVER TO INTERFERE IN ANY WAY, WE SPECIFICALLY DESIRE HOLD 

STATION INVOLVEMENT, EITHER[ ss or[- sid asa —. 

ἰὼ asD CERTAINLY DO NOT WISH INVOLVE DUTCH, © ee Y 

εἶ TRY HOLD THE: BOTH TO THEIR COMMITMENTS , ee) ol souk 

τ WHILE THESE MARITAL DIFFICULTIES DEPLORABLE, THEY. ARE ‘PURELY PERSONAL 

2. GERONDE SNOUL LD NOT RET NOT UAVYE ANY[__ (STATION CONTACT. , -- τ 

: : ̓ FURNISHED , FILE SHOWS REASON TO BELIEVE THAT LIEMPTY/19 NOT SO ie? 

© PLETELY, UNS TABLE THAT SHE WOULD CREATE SCANDAL, PRINCIPAL- REASON = 

NSIST ED PAYING HER TERMINATION BONUS OVER PERIOD OF TINE SaS TO 

RETAIN SOME SEMBLANCE OF CONTROL IN SITUATION SUCH AS THIS. BOTH SHE 

5° RECOMMEND STATION AVOID GIVING ANY. INDICATION OF TAKING SIDES. 

me 

AFFAIR NOW AND BEST HANDLED BY THEIR RESPECTIVE ATTORNEYS . “ROSS 

τ sucGESTS, THAT HINT OF STRONG TONE TAKEN WITH GERENDE NOW MIGHT SAVE 

£3 CORY: ἝΝ _sentinaed CONTINUED 
_EQORDINATING OFFICERS : ποῦν. ; 

CROFT i 3 reget 2 

ΕἸ orga "| - Ez 
ceensucaon ἢ Y 

Se eeen BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE iS PROHIBITED. | - : - corr τῇ ἀν 9. 

ἐφ or 272523 : 
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fetid (eka 

5 ox 
ΠΣ ΤΊ Ee MDDOT ὋΣ: 

‘canteen σσοτΙ, 
is : (cies 3 iicebon) 

(Se CR SF . | + CITE DIRECTOR Ss 

ἢ | ᾿ “ζῶ 

ὭΣ . ; PAGE 2. ee lE2N 

“US ENBARRASSNENT LATER, 

ἃ. FILE: 201-119523 AND 201- AIGA, .. « 

ἰὸν END ‘OF MESSAGE - 

£/BNL/N John Dixon τ by phone 
° 

WwH/Securit 

_WH/FI/NOC 

WILLIAM V. 
‘CHIEF, WHD 

CROUP 1 
Erctuded fears ratematic 

dsencracng 2d 
ἐξειανεῖες str 

“ OTHER THAN THE ieuid
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fi gn ee 
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enna nea 
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aa 
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ia SECRET 1019252 κὸν 10 CIT 4261 ee 

| parecron ref τς πα 20413} 
Ὁ μέρεα 1]|ειτε,") ,370282 Phere - 

| Be HMMA 39384 = is as . U 

[- ἐν ἢν 5. NOVEMBER RAYMCND He GERENDE (P), HUSBAKD OF LIEHPTY -19, 

" be . “TOLD US THAT 13 OCT COURT DECISIOX FOUKD NO GROUHDS TO: GRANT 

DIVORCE. THIS SHOCKED BOTH GERENDE AND ATTORNEY VIEW FACT 

| ole LIENPTY- IS FAILED APPEAR FOR 5 AND 8 AUGUST HEARINGS (WHICH 

\ “WORMALLY SHOULD FORFEAT ΜῈΝ CASE BY GEFAULT) AED FACT SHE LEFT 

“Ὁ sean WITH CHILDRE". GEREMDE APPEALING DECISION 

= be WHICH NAY TAKE YEAR RESOLVE. 

ο [9 ᾿ τ OM RECERT TRIP ΤῸ ΑΔΊΖΟΙΑ TO EROTHER OF LIENPTY- εἰν, 

ἢ δ GERERDE CONFIRMED HIS SUSPICIOK THAT WIFE IN NETHERLARDS (WHICH 

WE “KAD AVOIDED TELLING HIN), AND PESUMAELY LEARNED HER ADDRESS. 

ΩΣ ed HE ALSO LEARNED THAT DUTCH MFA. IN 

“ALMOST WEEKLY TOUCH KEITH EMBASSY ΟΝ LIENPTY-19 BEMALF, ATTEMPTING 

Ὁ RAVE ENBASSY PROCURE ATTORNEY FOR HER. 

3. GERENDE DISTRAUGHT OVER COURT DECISION AND PROSPECT 

LENGTHY PROCEEDINGS BEFORE REGAIKING CUSTODY OR EVEN SEEING 

τς GHILDREN, CLAIMS HE ABOUT DECIDED GO FETHERLAKDS: THIS NONTH TO 
ν wen 1 

᾿ οἰ- [5.23 ΒΕ ke 
20} ΧΩ | ay 
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δ a ovate CoP e [_] ssuc0 tea ΒΡ [πε PROSUCTION CF THIS COPY BHOMBITED 

ED .-....-..--- 

- € OV ee ee AT 

: pire or 
————— 

a ‘AC Tow Cw? 

“Ec TOs ea. 

pace 2[_______—+d a8 7. 
MEET WIFE REGAKDING CHILDREN ALD, ‘If possieLe, PRSUADE HER : 

'@ give MARRIAGE ANOTHER TRY. THCUSH WE TRYING DISSUADE HIM FROM 

THIS CCURSE, PROPAELY WTHOUT SUCCESS, HAVE ALSO URCED HE ADVISE 

. IF AND KHER HE PLANS GO FOR COMFRONTATICE, SINCE HE NAY Go ON 

[80 sper OF MOMENT WITHOUT ADVISING US, Wz WISH αι 69 [τὸ Pigs 

oo PessBILITY OF GERENDE'S UWAUOUNCED ARRIVAL WITH CCINCIDENT oO 

SCREANS BY LIESPTY=19 .AT LucurrF,. οΠ τ Ἅ CTC ἤρα OR ἜΝ : 

cys) ALL THREE. SHE UXSTAELE TO POLST OF CLAIMING IN PAST THAT GERENDE — 

ὦ gq). WANTS KILL HER. ᾿ 

Ay εν ὡς Ῥεβει τ 8:8". 16 Ν BEST COURSE: TD FOLLOW IF 

i @ | GERENDE WAKES TRIP. ONE POSSIBILITY IS GIVE HIM STAICN CONTACT 

| ᾿ « τε ORDER STAY ΟΥ TGP SITUATION AND AVOID 

[ οὐ / UUPLEASART SURPRISES. aap 

τι pe FILEs 201-119525 AND 201- -24162t. 6Ρ-| a 

ὑπ δεν ἢ ar ; 

RTOS Seven PRGA ER θεν ANID CAAT. 

skener oO q 
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ΚΑ SECES TARIAY DISSEMINATION 

Ἂ LNCUFF OXCE CHECKS BEGIN | ARRIVING. 

F22Q Ὁ TOME Curns: 6-5 
= 

3207/1575 
2 October 1970 

OQ) invex (1D wo inoex (0 ecruam τὸ 

(J ete on cs rite no. 

iclseetcation) ὶ ᾿ ἐάφιθ ond tiaw fiind) (setercace mumboe} 

SECRET © gue? ae CITE DIRECTOR Sl 0 15) i 

THE HAGUE 8217 (IN 138093) _ 

. a 3880 (IN 137738) 

A 

B 

C. DIRECTOR 057054 

D 

MICROFILMED | 
OCT SU 497 0 

LOOT. MICRO, sep. 
_ 1. (AT REQUEST OF HQS WCPRONE REP. cos ITACT =D IDEN | 

.D, DIRECTOR 057055 

δ OF REF Ὁ, AND 

REQU.WTED HIS COOPERATION IN FORWARDING -TERNINATION PAYMENT CHECKS TO 
a ein, oe aad 

“LIEMPTY/19, IDEN Ὁ. MOST COOPERATIVE AND ACCEPTED STERILE CUECK IN 
- LIEMPTY/19 TRUE NAME FOR FORWARDING ON TO HER VIA INTERNATIONAL MATL. 
| EERST CHECK FOR $750 FOR MONTHS JULY, AUG, SEPT PASSED AND FUTURE 

MONTHLY CHECKS, AT $250/MONTH, WILL BE NAILED TO IDEN Ὁ, FOR 
FORWARDING TO L/19. . | 

_ ee HS ΤῸΣΒ NOT PLAN CORRESPOND DIRECTLY WITH LIEIPIY/19 ¢ ON 

“ABOVE MATTER, ae? ἀν» an hee Ree 

8. 5 3 | [sik Ηρ5 ASSUMES LIEMPTY/19 WILL ΚΟΥ ~APPROACH 

25... ΤΟΙΣ 
ρος ᾿ 

ΤΣ τὸ ΣΥ͂Σ 2 P __ COORDINATING OFFICERS a \2 O08. f0- τ 

SECRET δον σὰ _ OFFICER 

ur “REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE §SSUING OFFICE. ROE eeu 

iat or tet fre 
aes SASS RTE aie tg inet pe 

Cory BO. 
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4. FILE: 201-119523 AND 201-241621. 

me ab et, - END OF MESSAGE 2 2 et 

WH HsConment : Ref C i ΠΕ τοι ες. τ οἰ that has te οἱ 
attempting co 7 pay her mOnGhIy: τς ἢ 

termination bonus of $250/month for 10 montbs or. oa 
ἭΝ τοῖλλ $2500.00. L/19 then resident in 

and corresponding with Hqs on matter. Ref C also | tg δ 
noted Hqs would attempt use L/19 brother in Hqs Ree 

ἧς RASS a? area as cut out for ene and Ref A &B concurred 
Pe pete ay i wth this approach. Be ee eres 

WH/NOC 

WH/CONTRACTS 

E/BNL/N (draft) Flamed 

Ma 

RELEASING ores : 



ἃ October 1970 

MEMORANDUM FOR: CI/OA 

ATTESTION 

SUBJECT ' Porwarding of Agent Service Record on 

LIEMPTY/1 area 

Per the telephone conversation of 2 October 1970 

οι “pagumea [reading rma, 
attached herewith ig ἃ copy of HMMA-39129 and.a copy of 

ἘΩΣΣΩΡΤΥΖΧ᾽ Service Record fo, retention in your records. 

coset, ura | 
pattieheeats 

1 — ΗΜΜΑ.39129 

2 « Service Becors. 

ἡ pistribut ton: 

Ete? and 1 - Addressee 

1 - 201-119523 

1 - WH/1 Chrono. 

-ὖὮὖτῷόορόἔ 6 Ὸ [4167:1973,.8804 
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22 September 1970 

Dear Mr. Roos, 

Ag you may be aware, your sister, Heator Roos de i 

Alvarez was associated with this Agenc 

for a number of years, and due to personal probleas with 

her husband, her services (and those of her husband ) 

with this Agency were formally terminated on 26 June 

1970. In tho termination agreement, this Agency agreed 

' [Ὁ pay Mrs. Hestor Roos de Alvarez a bonus paynent . 

+, . amounting to $2500 payable in ten montnly- installments —_ 

of $250 beginning 31 July 1970. Since Mrs. Roos departed 

Ἧ Ce τον βα gt 1970 and case: το the ὕ.8., she could 

HOF cted in| _—-_—_—sto receive these pay- 
‘mente. While in the 0.S., Hrs. Roos de Alvarez contacted . 

our ‘Agency on 8 July 1970 and requested we pay her the 

funds here; and. while her Fr uest was being conside 

she departed the U.8. «δά later went to 

where she is residing at Ary Schefferstratt 47, — 

‘Mra. Boog de Alvarez has ._. 

written to this Agency from requesting we for- 

ward the payments to her via international mail. | If you 

- ‘goneus, this Agency would perfer to forward these pay- 

“ gents to you directly, and request that you forward them 

d 

᾿ 

‘to your sister via the international mails. The initial 

check for $750 covers. payments for the months of July,” . 

August, and September 1570; and hereafter, we will:for- . 

ward to you monthly a check (from October 1970 through — 

April 1971) in the amount of $250 in your: sister's name 

80. that you can forward thes on.to- her every month. . We, . 

appreciate your cooperation in this matter and request '_ 

that these payments not be discussed with anyones except 

your sister, Mrs. Hestor Roos de Alvarez, gince the case. 

‘4s. congidered to be a sensitive matter by the United 

States Government. ἈΝ. : 

κα χε τον ΠΡΟΣ a a ee Be στοὰ σι Be 
ΓΤ 

GIS 177 μςς eer 
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SECRET 

21 September 1970 

HEMORARDUM FOR: Office of Security/OSD 

VIA : Chief, WH/Security 

SUBJECT : Mx. Maurits ROOS 

1. Mr. Maurit rother of Hester Rags de 
Alvarez, an asset oa tation, who was torminated 
without predjudice on 26 June 1970. In the termination 

& bonus payment amounting to $2500 (USD) payable in ten 
monthly installments of $250 (USD) beginning 31 July 1970. 
Since termination, Hra. Koos de: Alvarez has departed ̓  — 

and λ now resident at: Ary Schefferstraat 
‘Hrs, Roos de Alvarez hag a 

a Agency requesting - that we forward. 
the monthly paynenta directly to her or via ‘her brother. 
For security reasons, this office nas decided to obtain’ a 
cover check in the amount of $750 (USD) made out to rs. 
Hester Roos de Alvarez, to cover paysents for July,: August, - 

_that ἃ reprocestative of your office establish contact with * 
Mr, Haurits Boos, her brother, brief him on the background 
of the case, and request be forward the check on to his 
sister in A brief note for Hr. Roos to read is: 

2. attache@ to thig Nemorandua and will explain. how future 
Bi cata checks for his. sister will ba forgarcec through hia. 

@. Ag the peauie of. any Ainquiry to your office in 
August of 10969, tne. following inforzation was developed: on 
the Subject; lr. Roos ia presently a GS-13 research 

_- exyptographer at Ft. Belvoir, Virginia and has been. eaployed 
by the U.8. Government since May 1852 Exployment re 
further disclosed that Roos 16 a U.S. “eae ᾿ν . sures Bs yaa graated αι tb gecretsclearacce: 

70 by the U.S. Army. His local telephone 

cae 5 a ——— 

© seeped —— 

Ι 

ἀντ oP ‘agreement, this Agency agreed to pay Ura. Roog de Alvarez 

and September (@ $250 (USD) per month); and it is requested .Ὁ 
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«SECRET 

3. On 8 July 1970 Mra. Roos de Alvarez appeared at : a 

the pain gate of Headquarters building, and subsequently 

was interviesed b ‘the Security Duty 

Officer; and 8 statement was 6 ΖΕΘ her. Hra. Reos 

was given an Agency Security office telephones number for 

future contact while in the U.3., aod on 13 July 1970, 

‘her brother, Hr. Maurits Roos, called the cy and 

informed us that hie sister had returned ne could 

bs reached there at a certain address, 60 UE AFe ¢ Frtaia 

 ¢bat Mx. Roos is aware of the fact tha bis sister vas 

employed at one time by this Pie creepers nee 

Chief, _ 

| Attachment: 
. 1 = £5 stated para. 2 

Distribution: 
Orig. and 1 -- Addressee = = se 

- LIEMPTY/19 
.- GERENDE, Raymond H. (P) 
~ WH/¥ I/8OC 

Δ - WH/1 Chrono 

| oS pM ape t/en{—]4167/1973:3804 (21 Sept. 70) 

ΡΝ 8 ee A ER ον meager me 
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te 

ak os 

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION AKD REVIEW 
7 August 1970 JM 

To: 

201-14.9523 
C-3274 wHA [i 

FROM: CHIEF, CI/OA SUBJECT: 

LIEMPTY/1 
IN ORDER THAT FURTHER CONSIDERATION MAY BE GIVEN YOUR. REQUEST FOR APPROVAL 1% THIS CASE, 1 45S REQUESTED ‘THAT YOU FURNISH THIS OFFICE THE (FORMATION CHECKED BELOW, OR REVIEW INFC@MATION AS INDICATED. 

OF STAFF/D SossreR 

Revita OF STAFF/D COMLATERAL INFORMATI OM 

REVIES OF. SECURITY C¥F, AEPORY AT Ci/oa 

@EVEES OF SEC, OFF. CImCURRENCE MEMO AT Cb/OA 

REvicw OF FBI acPORY BY Ci/O~ 

REVitS OF ATTACHED βεσεθένεε 

οἵμεβ9 (See Remarhe} 

Please forward Agent Service Record on Subject, 
Form #1689 "Termination of Contract Personnel" of 4 August 1970 noted. 

BSS cosorera ραενεθυβ gosties 
Form 

. 8.85 
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i... THE FOLLOWING IS FWDED FOR YOUR INFO! 

: A, ἂχ 26 συ | STATION ‘TEIIINATED LIGPTY-19 
(0 ADEN A, L+19 RAD BEEN UTILIZED INTERNITTENTLY SINCE 1958 AS A 
~~ SupEorT ASSET E:PLOYED UNDER MEMO OF ORAL CONTINENT PREWARILY IN 

“SUPPORT OF ACTIVITIES OF IDEN B, HER HUSBAND, THE HUSBAXD HAD : 
» ΒΒΕΝ A CONTRACT AGENT SINCE 1955 AND WAS ALSO ΤΕΙΟΠΙΝΑΤΕΡ ON 26 JUNE, a 
εἰς τ IdL9 WAS GIVEN A TERUINATION BONUS PAYHENT CF $2,500 PAYABLE IN TIN Ὁ 
Ὶ MONTHLY INSTALLMENTS, ' ᾿ . a : 
te. male Be. L-19 AND HUSBAND HAVE HAD SERIOUS MARITAL, PRoBEENS ῸΠῸ : 

τ CULNINATING IN A SEP RATION IN NOV 69 AND DIVORCE ACTIONS WERE | | Ἢ 
INITIATED ΒΥ BOTH PARTIES, THE DIVORCE. PROCEFDINGS ARE STILL IN a ee 
TE COURTS AND BITTER DISPUTES HAVE RESULTED BETWEEN BOTH PARTIES ἷ 
~~ CONCERNING CUSTODY OF THE CHILDREN, DIVISION OF PERSONAL PROPERTY a 
τ AND MONETARY SETTLEMENTS, 9} a eee as ae are 4 ΟΝ 
te Cy αἱ. 8 JULY L-19 APPEARED AT THE MAIN GATE OF JxLancz 6 ᾿ξ 

4 HQS, “SHE WAS INTERVIEWED BY WOBCNE AND MADE THREE SEPARATE ne οἱ 

See: 

REQUESTS; TO BE REDEN SED: = ROM. THE STIPULATION oF HER. es Gd 4: 

yee ΕῊΡ 627° ὋΣ cary ̓ COORDINATING OFFICERS. ΄ : Ὁ 5 — CONTIN ἫΝ cat 

‘RELEASING OFFICER ὁ oe [ote peaecean ag 5 “ot ; as Ἵ S SE CRE R-E T 5 Crinustshew. ‘gored “12, Ὃ “23. 

Eoert ee: ‘atta ry vir? THEM. THR Scene: ‘OFFICE Ss PEE ore μαι: 
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: ΠΣ H : USBAND'S AGREEMENT WHICH PROHIBITED HER FROM REVEALING HER OR HER Ei 

_ AFFILIATION WITH SKLANCE, ΟΝ IF ‘THIS COULD NOT BE DONE, SHE BE 

| AWARDED A HIGHER AMOUNT OF SUPPORT FRO JKLANCE, OR FINALLY IF 

‘NEITHER οὐ THESE COULD BE. PONE; SUE BE SENT THE MONEY DUE HER το ar 

AN ADDRESS OF HER OWN CHOOSING. : 

8. L-19 DEPARTED WASHINGTON WITHOUT FURTUER CONTACT ΟΘῸϑῸ Σ 

: vIn oMuasce Δ Δ5Ὲ'). ᾿ΒΥΑΤΙΟΝ WAS UNABLE TO CONTACT: HER, ᾿ 

2, ON 4 AUG HQS RECEIVED A LETTER ἘΠῸΝ L-19 ADDRESSED TO : 

| SELANCE TIN: DUTY OFFICER, ΒΌΒΟΝ , TW RETURN ADDRESS WAS SHOWN { 

“AS IDEN ον. IN THE LETIER SHE ASKED IF THE PAYMENTS DUE HER COULD ᾿ 

ΒΕ SENT 909 IDEN C ADDRESS, SHE MENTIONED THAT ‘THE FOREIGN OFFICE = 

: was QUITE AWARE OF HER SITUATION AND WAS OFFERING EVERY ASSISTANCE. ᾿ 
ΕῚ 

τε SHE REQUESTED THAT HER WIIEREABOUTS ‘BE KEPT QUITE CONFIDENTIAL, 

; ‘ESPECIALLY THAT HER HUSBAND NOT BE. TOLD, SHE ALSO ASKED THAT WE 

ΓΤ PAYING HER HUSBAND HIS TERMIN ATION BONUS UNTIL ME HAD 

ae SETTLED EIS DEBTS WITH HER FAMILY. πὰ σὰ ἜΣ: ΣΝ 

ee oo 3. 2 6ΛΌΟ [5 a HQS PLANS | 

As “ae ACKNOWLEEGE RECEIPT HER LETTER, TELL HER THE ONLY CONDITION THAT κὸν 

‘ " CONTINUED m+ oe eee. gee 

Atyomdinwd 

0 ee aR eT ke gy 
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| GAN ΒΕ MET IS TO FORWARD IER MONEY TO IDEN C ADDRESS AND REWIND 

τον ὃ BER THAT ΤῊΣ STIPULATIONS IN THE PAPERS SHE SIGNED ON 26 JUNE ARB 

STILL IN EFFECT, ALTERNATIVELY, HQS CAN REPLY Ὁ L-19 AND FWD 

ie Se ER PAYMENTS TO IDEN Ὁ WHO ALREADY HAS BEEN USED AS AN INTER-"” 

fs MEDIARY BY L-19, ΠΩ PREFERS LATTER. 

᾿ ‘ . 
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ners p89 (gu 135320) ae , 
“le ACCORDING FLIGHT MANIFEST, LIEMPTY-19, ACCOMPANIED 

ΒΥ HER THREE CHILDREN, DEPARTED ὀ Ραὶ SA -ANTOSIO : 

38 JULY VIA AMERICAN FLIGHT 58... | 
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PERE 

a CONTACT LISMPIY- «19 BY PHONE AT NETHERLANDS EMBASSY 16 JULYe | 

_ SPECIFIED HOUR, PREPARED TO PAY YERMIWATION INSIALLAEAT AND 

' ADVISE L-19 REF TERMS. WAITED ὑκξ HOUR BUT L-19 FAILED SHOW. 

| φΕΌΜΕ tania: νου ξααισορ tion 
ἄρον TED \ SECRET = : 

hen Filled tn} wcaweaten 
ἐτο = 

Suance cosy 

: το ἐπα x0 

τῇ CL asery TO CS FRE KROL 

καρ τὸ C8 PLE BS. 

O meno () newanto_ Gosia es aes 

BS TION NO. 

€ 

SECRET 300@1Z AUG 78 ce, «| 3889 

DIRECT OR 

RYBAT 
τ 

᾿ 

; ra 

REF: DIRECTOR 651095 Ylucis 135330 
ἀρ στο ; πᾳ" }»7 : 

de. FOLLOWL4G. RECEIPT ΕΞ ATIEAPTED 

WAS TOLD SHE NO LONGER THERE AND WHEREABOU)S UNKNOWN. WHEN 

[TASKED IF 11 POSSIBLE SEND LETTER 10 HER VIA EMBASSY, 

WOMAN ON DUTY SAID NOT UNLESS L-19 HAD MADE PLANS FOR MATL 

PICKUP, WHICH SHE NOT AWARE OF, AnD THAT #0 FORWARDIG ADDRESS 

“HAD BEEN LEFT. 

9, ON 28 JULY, __—|WENT TO PREARRANGED SITE ΑἹ 

3. ΟΝ BL JWLY,| | HE Wim GEREADE, PAID 1ERMINAT 108 

“INSTALLMENT AND ASKED WaY L-19 HAD FAILED COWE:TO HER MEETING. - 

- ‘GERENDE WAS DESPONDENT, REPLIED THAT L- =19 APPARESTLY EER 

Ἂ COUNTRY WITH CHILDREN AsD OF FERED FOLLU@IaG DETAILS: 

Ae L-t9 FAILED COME TO 1 JULY riEET LaG WITH. GEREADE 

πλπτα πσπσηησειστεκαησπαεοννποονν FOR BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION OF ELDESI CHILD. sce ‘PLANS HAS ALSO 
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SECRET en 
(When Filled In) “Satie 

wave SECRE tanint τ. ΝΆ ΊΟΝ 
Panton eat NOTED 

moe Ove (Clo 

CLARIFY τὸ C8 FRE HO. 
eee | ἀταπεντττρ στ <n 

RREP TO CB PLE NO. 

CO ene eo Ὁ neruen τὸ BRANCH 

© page of id Bs SE REL 
BEEN MADE FOR 4 JULY MEETING WITH ChILDAPEN, GERENDE ASSUNED L~-19 

HAD CHANGED MIND ABOUT 1 JULY BUT VOULD CONE ON 4 JULY.» 

| B. ON 4 JULY, ERITISH DIVORCEE FRIEND UF 'L-19 BROUGHT 

KEYS FOR GERENDE'S CAR TO GERENDE*S SISIER. STATED SHE FOUND 

Keys AND INSTRUCT LON FOR DELIVERY UNDER DOOR MAI. CLAIMED DID 

NOT KNOW WHEREABOUTS L-19 BUT APPARENTLY HAD GONE ON TRIP. 

| Ce UPSET: AT PROSPECT WIFE AND CHILDREN HAD SKIPPED, 

GERENDE SCOUTED NEIGHBORHOOD WHERE HE BELIEVED L-19 LIVING. 

“QUERIED CHILDREN PLAYING IN STREETS AND LOCATED HOUSE WHICH 

OWNED BY BRITISH COUPLE. COUPLE. ALLEGED THAT L-19 CHILDREN 

AND BELONGINGS” GONE WHEN COUPLE RETURNED TO HOUSE 30 JUNE, DID 

PLUS ‘SMALL AMOUNT DAMAGES CLAIMED DONE BY CHILDREN. 

De GERENDE PAID CALL ON DUTCH AMBASSADOR 6 JULY AND 

“WAS CORDIALLY RECEIVED. AMBASSADOR DID NOT KNOW. WHEREABOUTS L-19 

“BUT BELIEVED HE HAD SEEN HER 2 JULY DRIVING IN AREA SOUTH OF CITY. 

AMBASSADOR FEARED SHE HAD GONE TO NETHERLANDS SINCE SHE HAD 

_ REPEATEDLY ASKED WHAT HER SITUATION WOULD BE IF SHE WENT. SAID. 

“UNFAVORABLE POSITION RE 2 Μαν:. 

ὶ 

: : 
_HE HAD TRIED DISSUADE HER ON GROUNDS THAT SHE WOULD BE IN ΠΩΣ 

ἌΝ Tat, 
| 

NOT KNOW WHERE. GERENDE PAID SMALL AMOUNT BACK RENT BALANCE ΟΝ 
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Ες FRIEND OF GERENDE EMPLOYED ΑἹ LUFIHANSA TOLD GERENDE 

WIFE AND CHILDREN DEPARTED FOR WEW YORK 3 JULY. (UNKNOWN IF 

"ABOARD LUFTHANSA OR THAT FRIEND HAD SEEN HER BOARDING SOME OTHER 

᾿ LINE'S PLANE.) CHECK OF ALL 3 JULY OUTGOING MANIFESTS NEGAT iVE 

STATION NOW CHECKING ALL OUTGOING MANIFESTS FROM 29 JUNE THROUGHT 

4 JULY. 

Ay GERENDE BELIEVES WIFE GONE FOR GOOD BUT THAT SITUATION 

WILL BE CLEARER 5 AUGUST WHEN BOTH GERENDE AND 1. -19. DUE FOR 

COURT HEARING. WHEN GERENDE'S ATTORNEY CCNTACTED L-19'S 

ATTORNEY, WAS INFORMED HE NO LONGER REPRESENTS L-19. GERENDE'S. 

“ATTORNEY SPECULATES IT POSSIBLE L-19 HAS ALREADY OBTAINED 

GROOKED'.OR, QUICKIE: DIVORCE, BUT THIS PURE SPECULATION THUS FAR. 

WILL ADVISE RESULTS 5 AUGUST HEARING WHEN KNOWN AND RESULTS 

; MANIFESTS CHECK IF POSITIVE. : | 

- $, FILE 201-119523 AND 201-241621. GP-1 . 
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geal. 
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17 July 1970 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, Western Hemisphere Division 

SUBJECT : Baysond H. GERENDE (P) and Wife. 

«4, Raymond ἢ. GERENDE is als kA tizen and con- 

tract agent who has been loyed by the Azency in 

; [._ ]eince 18 March 1955 during which tine 

ον, Παρ τοὶ he has served this Agency well. During the past fifteen 

Ἐκ μὲς _years GERENDE has been generally enga ed in the ares of 

eee operational support activities a For the 

past two years he served ag ἃ principai agen handler 

for a sensitive fixed surveillance project, LIEHPTY; was 

used in unilateral recruitment approaches agginst the 

Cuban target; and in special support investigations. 

ire, GERENDE, who is LIEMPTY/19, haa been employed off 

and on since 1958 as ἃ support asset, (transcriber/trans- 

lator) under HOC, and during the past two years bas worked 

intermittently transcribing unilateral telephone tap tapes. 

- - seven weenie: cane eat ee ee es ae βου δ RET δ νη Ge ἐῶν τρῶτε τ en 

τῶν 

TREES ν 
. oa Ratan 

. 8. During the past year GERENDE end his wife ‘have. 

had serious marital problems which culminated in a sepa~ 

-yation in November 1969, and divorce actions tere initiated 

“by both parties, The divorce proceedings are still in 

the courts, and bitter disputes have resulted between both 

parties concerning custedy of the children, division of 

personal property, and the monetary settlements. The above 

problem is compounded by the fact that GERENDB's wife knows 

in some considerable detail of GERENDE's activities on 

behalf of the Agency and if she exposed him, it-could lead 

to the surfacing of GERENDE's Azency employment and pos- _. 

gible compromise of operations LIEMPTY, LIMESA, LIBMBRACE, 

and LIFEAT, as well as numerous individual Station assets 

euch as LISTERINE, LIPAZOR/1, LIBAND/1, and David Μ᾿ 

WILSTED (P). Since late 1909 Station has . ἐς οι 

been in touch with botii GERENDE and his wife on this prob- | Ὁ 

lem, and every effort has been made by the Station to have 

i. 
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both parties settle the divorce amicably and to protect 
GEZENDE's cover and that of the projects. Because of the 
above family problems which threatened GERENDE's personal 
cover and security, he was relieved of all operational 
responsibilities and placed on half salary in December 1969 

3. In March of 19704] ome were ἰβεβξέοῳ decided. 
that GERENDE's personal pr ems were not being resolved, 
and because of the continuing security threat, plans were 
made to terminate both GERENDE and his wife by the end of 
FY 1970. The LIEMPTY Project reneval, approved in May 
1970, was amended to include a termination bonus for 
GERENDE of $10,000 for 15 years of service with the Agency, 
and in addition approval waa received to pay Urs, GERENDE 
the sum of $2,500 as a security measure designed to keep 
her from revealing her husband's Awency affiliation and 
what she knows about hiencs ape cates (eo This 
project approval carried the ADDI x%aveat that the ter- 
mination bonuses to both GERENDE and his wife be paid. on 
8 monthly basis rather than in one lump sum. as_a-security 
“measure to assure at. least an element of control over 
both individuals, since the continued receipt of these 

ie monthly. payments depended on their loyalty to the Agency. 
GERENDE ‘and bis wife were terminated by Station represen- 
tatives. Hh 26 June 1970 under gt:ndard Agency: 

πὴ procedurés, and separate Quit Claizs and Secrecy Agros- ᾿ 
τ mente were giyoed by both GERENDE acd bis wife. Neither 
GERENDE ior his wife had any objection to the wording of 
the Quit Claims or the Security agreements, and both 
appeared to be satisfied with the terms of the settlement, 
and with the fairness of the Agency's position, ; 

. 4. On 8 July 1970 at 1115 hours, Mra, GERENDE appeared at) the main gate of the Headquarter's building, and requested 
“40 see δὴ official from the οὔτις. τὸ Secarity. During the 
subsequent interview, Mra. GERENDE established her identity, and supplied the interviewer with details on her and her 
husband's past employment with the Agency 
and the fact that they bad terminated said employment in 
late June 1970. Mrs. GERENDE made three specific. requests 
ΚΟΥ the Agency: 

CRET. 
enn at att i Ba Sie ans Ae re τα neon 
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"A. That she be released. from the atipstation in 
her gecrecy agreement whica prohibits her from revealing 
her or ber husband's affiliation with the Agency, in 
erder that sho may substantiate her husbanc’s salary te 
be awarded support payment from her ausband. 

"B. If her first request cannot be fullfilled, 
that she be awarded a higher amount of support from the..NCE, 
Agency. 

"C, If neither of the above two can be fullfilled, 
that she be gent the Agency check (in present amount) 
either at the address mentioned above or in care of the 
Embassy of which is 
accepting ma or her, ; 

In addition to the above, Mra. GERENDE stated she feels 
she must permanently leave because of threats 
made on her life by her. husband; and that sbe cannot meet 
her AveneyBeontact|_— "das specified in hor 
tormination, to receive the mon y payments from him. 

- Hire. GERENDE has been given the phone number -of the «gency 
Secur': uty Officer and her local phone number and | 
address, where she is temporarily residing, was obtained. 
She was advised she would be contacted within the near 
future with an answer to her requests. 

οὐδὲ. Upon receipt of the above sadotantlo | ae — 
Station was notified by ceble of the situation an 
comments were requested. The Station, on 10 July, recog- 
mended that Headquarters hold Mra. GERENDE to. her secrecy 
agreement, not grant her any increase beyond the amount 
agreed upon. in her termination, and proposed that she be 
«πάνου her termination paynent in one lump sum or that 
“Checks be mailed to her monthly. 

‘6. Headquarters, in agreement with the Station’ 8. 
position on the case, attempted to telephone her without. 
success on 18 July 1970. That same afternoon at 1400 
hours, Mre. GERENDE‘s. brother, a naturalized U.S. citizen 
‘wha resides in Alexandria, Virginia, and works at Fort 
Belvoir, called the Offi.< οὐ Security, using the nusxber 
gupplied to Mrs. GERSNDE, and informed the security 
official that since Hrs. GERENDE had not received any 
¥esponse, she expects to hear. from JKLANCE by letter in 

aa a EY 
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7. ὧδ 24 Juiy εϑέῦ, headquarters. cable 
Station advising them of the above development, and 

. Fequested they contact ἴσχε. GERENDE end inform her of the 
following Headquarters ansvers to her requests (as out~ 
lined: in paragraph 4 above): 

. We cannot. release her from her from her ‘gecurity 
agreement. 

Β. We cannot consider awarding her additional finan 
cail benefita beyond the amount stated in the termination 
agreement, which she accepted. 

C. We are willing to forward checks to her by mail, 
but Yequest an address. other than the Netherlands Embassy . 

8. Headquarters hag also requested tha 
 -Btation keep Headquarters advised of dovelopnents in the 
886 of eae GERENDE,. | 

ee 
C/WHD « 
201-119523 
201-241621 
WH/1 Chrono 

Distribution: 
Original &1 

yore 1 

Ba ow nr :19173 (17-7-70) 
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PRIORITY DIRECTOR 
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ee DIRECTOR 649889 

ἽΝ STATION OPINION CONCERN EXPRESSED BY LIEMPTY=19, FOR 
WELFARE HERSELF AND CHILDREN PER PARA 3 REF IS PARTLY PARANOID-- 
AND PARTLY CONTINUATION ATTEMPTED BLACKMAIL OF JXLANCE FOR MONEY, 
CHER POSITEN HAS ALWAYS BEEW: THAT (A) GERENDE WOULD LIKE TO KILL 
HER AND HAS EVEN TRIED TO DO SO, AND (8) GERENDE REFUSES PAY ANY 
MONEY TO SUPPORT HER AND CHILDREN. GERENDE DENIES MURDER THREATS 
EXCEPT AS RHETORICAL IN HEAT OF PAST ARGUMENTS PRIOR TO SPLIT, 

~ BUT ADMITS TO MINIMAL SUPPORT PAYMENTS ON GROUNDS AMOUNT OF SUPPORT 
nust BE DECIDED BY COURTS, UNTIL THIS DONE HE REFUSES MAKE ANY: ee 
COMMITMENT . | ᾿" 
ΜΕ SINCE LIEMPTY-19 BLACKMAIL HAS ALREADY SUCCEEDED 9 Extent 

. 2, 506 usp, DOUBT. THAT ANYTHING BUT LARGE AND UNVARRANTEF INCREASE | : 
WOULD. “HAVE DESIRED EFFECT. SUGGEST INSTEAD THAT EITHER SHE BE -" 
GIVEN PAYMENT IN ONE LUMP SUM OR PROCEDURE PROPOSED PARA 2 ὃ REF 

BE FOLLOWED. BELIEVE SHE SHOULD BE WARNED ANY VIOLATION 5 
AGREEMENT COULD RESWLE IN CANCELLATION HER WOLADY VISA. : 

‘ADC. -_ 
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3, VICTOR BELLINI. 15 ALIAS USED BY| 696ὃ6θδ } WHO HAD 

: - HANDLED. GERENDE PRIOR TO SUSPENSION AND WAS INTRODUCED TO LIEMPTY-19 
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i OFFICER WHO IN EARLY JUNE, WHILE HE WAS ACTING CHIEF OF POLITICAL 

: SECTION, WAS APPROACHED BY LIEMPTY-19 WITH HER HARD LUCK sthby. 

(LIEMPTY-19 IS FRIEND OF| _| DUTCH WIFE AND WAS AT HIS HONE 

FOR BRIDGE.) LIEMPTY-19 APPARERTLY ASSUMED[_ WAS JKLANCE 

-curer. Γ[Π[ |(WHO CHARACTERIZED LIEMPTY-19 AS HIGHLY UNSTABLE) 

+. REPORTED APPROACH TO ACOS, WHO SAID HE HAD NEVER HEARD OF HER AND 

THAT HER STROY “SIMILAR TO MANY WE HEAR FROM UNSTABLE PEOPLE”. | 
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TROIFR PPT TA Tp As oo τς 
W aged: Re ree ape bs j BUILGING SECUR: N NCIDERT REFORY (  sncwscuer ons 

pate 8 July 1970 | 

Time 1330 Hours 

NAME ter Roos de Alverez ὁ GRADE N/A orricc - ΝᾺ 

Terp. ; 

Add. 

INCIDENT Request or Assistance TimE _ 2095 “PLACE Headquarters i 

: SUMMARY OF. INFORMATION: SUBJECT came to _the Main entrance of the Headquarters 
aa building “and asked the guard on duty to place her in touch with someone from the 

Office of Security. The undersigred responded to the Main entrance and escorted 
SUBJECT te the Main Feception area where she was interviewed, After displaying 
some reluctance to speak openly, SUBJECT related that she had been employed on 
ἃ contract basis by tha Agency at the Embassy in[—=——sf-s She wave in way of 

“pdographic data that she is the dauchter oi a former Dutch embassy official statione 
in Washington, that she was employed at the Dutch embassy in[ ssid sand it 

aveg there that she met her presently estranged husband Ramon Alverez, who at the 
time of their meeting was employed also.on a contract basis with the Agency. She 
stated, that both she and her husband renounced their former citizenships te become 

gciti#ens [____—+d|sAfter her marriage to Alverez she gained employ with the 
yency snd stated that her specific duties included but were not restricted to the 

eae ‘and translation of tapes. SUBJECT stated that her husband was terminated 
rom Agency employment for Security reasons ernie the past year, and received at 

πὰ time ef his termination, six months salary end the premise of $1000.00 per 
sgnonth for 10 months. She stated that inasmuch as she is in the process of riling 

‘or divorce from her husband, and could not substantiate her husband's salary 
ite in a, court of law because of the termination agreement she has signed, the Agency _ 

nas agreed to and is paying her the sum of $250.00 per month which she is using to 

: support her four children of whom she has been awarded. custody. She stated that she 
ig presently employed as a school teacher, but feels that she cannot. provide ample 

[Sei support to her children on her salary and the allowance furnished by the Agency. 
(Continued.....) i 
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INCIDENS ee, ae ye T BUILDING SECURITY BRANCH 

DATE _ __ 

TAIN cco a et 

Name Alverez (Comtinued..--) 

INCIDENT ..... ..-.---- 

τὴν SUMMARY OF INFORMATION: SUBJECT made three specific requests of the Agency: 

A) That she be released fre the stipulation in her secrecy agreement which 

prohibits her from revealing ner or her husband's affiliation with the Agency, in 

order that she may substantiate her husband's salary. to be awarded support paynent 

4 from her husband. 
B) If her first request canzot be fullfilled, that she be awarded a higher amount 

‘of support from the Agency... 

C) if neither of the above two can be fullfilled, that she be sent the Agency 

chec¥. (in cunt) either at the address mentioned. above or in care ‘of the 

embassy © whoéch is accepting mail for her. She 

stated she feels she must per=anen 8 ecause of threats made on 

‘her life by her husband, and cannot meet Victor Be (allegedly Agency contact ) &: 

at the specified restaurant jocation on a monthly basis to receive her check, as 

is the present requirement. . 

ee oe + > SUBJECT reiterated her statement that she cannot stay inl sdbecaus 

of her husband's activities directed against the welfare of both herself and her 

children, By way of reference, SUBJECT mentioned the names of Victor lini 

all of whom are allegedly Agency personnel 
we 

SUBJECT was advised that the undersigned could not make a decision on any 

of h quests but that a report of the interview would be made and forwarcei to 

ACTS NRRER: (Continued....) 
ie secre ET ὦ. 
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1 GUFADEL 

* INCIDEN ah Wis, Ir OP? BUILDING SECURITY BRANCH 

awe Alverez (Continued. +++) GRADE... ____ GFFCE_______— 

TIME PLACE ὀ-.α....ς. 
INCIDENT ee 

vw 

; the appropriate Agency officials. SUBJECT was given the 

“phone number of the Security Duty Office and was requested to contact the under- 

signed later-in the day when perhaps she could be given some concrete information. 

4 SUBJECT thanked the. undersigned for the interview afforded her and departed the 

ἢ) building stating that she would contact the OSDO later in the day.-- Responded to 

ἢ SRD and initiated an indices search which produced’ records of one covert source 

ἢ on-@ach Mr. and Mrs, Alverez, and one covert reference file cn Mr, Alverez. The 

Covert source files had been retired Ὁ will be fo 

‘at his request. . Contacted and briefed 

j referred the satter to Messrs. 

requested and will be furnished with a copy © this report, 

further checks within WH Division. : 

' In the opinion of the undersigned, SUBJECT, was completely 

Ἵ coherent ana aincere in her conversation, and scemed completely rational in her 

conversation and actions. ᾿ : 

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION 

and 50, who 

and will initiate 
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SECRET 

% July 1970 

MEMORANDUM. FOR THE RECORD 

SUBJECT: _GERENDE's Wife's Visit to Washington 

1. On 6 July 1970, Mr. Walt Raymond of the CA 

Staff advised that GERENDE's wife was in Washington. 

and had been in touch with him. Apparently Mr. 

Ramond and GERGNDE's wife had been acquainted for. 

some time in the past. Neither admits that Mx. Raymond 

is an Agency employee. ‘ GERENDE's wife advised that 

ghe wanted to get in touch with someone in Agency 

Headquarters. Ur. Raymond advised her he would contact 

‘his liaison people to see what could be done. 

2, DIRECTOR 048632 was sent to the Station out- 

lining this and requesting Station's advice as to , 

whether. a. Headquarters representative should meet with 

GERENDE's wife. 612 (IN 117477) outlined 

details of the termination of GERENDE and his wife and 

recommended against seeing her. _ 

__-B, I discussed this matter briefly with| 

[_fteeal Counsel's Office, who felt even if Station 

Should. recommend seeing GERENDE and his wife, that it 

would be limited to WH Division representation. On 

7 July I advised Mr. Raymond of the Station's answer 

as contained 3612. Hesaid he would 

contact GERENDE's wife approximately 8:30 of the evening 

‘of. 7 July, and tell her that his liaison contact had | 

been unable to find anyone who would see her, Mr. Raymond 

was uncertain as to what GERENDE's wife might do. 

“gecret 

group 1: 
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RELEASE AND SECRECY AGREEMENT 

. Y, Hester ROOS de ALVAREZ, do hereby forever release the 
} United States Government from any and all claims and demands of 
i whatever nature which I or any member of my family has against the 

United States Government, τ : : 

Οὗ agree to kesp forever secret the fact of ny confidential 
relationship, and that of other members of my family (specifically 
my husband, Ramon ALVAREZ Durant), with the United States Government. 
I also agree to keep forever secret my knowledge of all persons, 
methods, and equipment which I acquired in the course of my. 
relationship (or that of my husband's) with the United States 

Ϊ Government. 

I understand that I am to receive a bonus payment amounting to 
$2,500 (USD) payable in ten monthly installments of $250 (USD) 
beginning 31 July 1970... I further understand that payment of this 

- Bum is contingent upon full. compliance with this-secrecy. agreement, 
,and that the United States Government shall be the sole judge. of 
‘Guch compliance, Furthermore, I specifically renounce any claim 

ow .'tO any Similar bonus or other payment made to any other member of my family, including that made to my husband, Ramon ALVAREZ Durant. 

ες This Re leage and Secrecy Agreement is effective as of the date Ἔν it 18 signed. I acknowledge that 1 have. read it and I fully under@ oe i ᾿ Stand ite meaning. : ᾿ ᾿ is 

5422 2 ἜΝ tle 

Hester ROOS de ALVAREZ 

"ἢ . A tice 

re eae} 
Donald F. VOGEL | 

OEP -.’ 
Victor E. BELLINI 

MMA ~> 
ci 

Sloat. #2 
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a : : 
: RELEASE AKD SECRECY AGREEMENT 

I, Ramon ALVAREZ Durant, do hereby forever release the United 

i - States Government from any and all claims and demands of whatever 

i ‘nature which I or any member of my family has against the United ἣν 

| States Governmecxt. 
. 

md 1 agree to keep forever secret the fact of my confidential 

: relationship, and.that of other messers of ny family, with the 

᾿ United States Government. I also agree to keep forever secret 

my knowledge of all persons, methods, and equipment which I acquired 

in the course of my relationship with the. United States Governzent.— - 

i understacd that I aa to receive a bonus payment amounting to : 

$10,000 (USD) payable in ten monthly installments of $1,000 (USD) i 

beginning 31 July 1970. I further understand that payment of this 

sum. 16 contingent upon full compliance with this secrecy agreement, 

gnd that the United’ States Government shall’be the sole judge of 

, Buch compliance. Furthermore, I specifically renounce any clain 

τ Sto any similar boaus or other payment made to any other member of 

‘my family. 

Ykis Release and Secrecy Agreeuent: is effective as of the ᾿ 

' date it is signed. I acknowledge that I have read it and I fully : 

εἰ ἣ understand its weaning. i 
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Pseudonyn 
“jn 45:55 ΚΧΧΧΧΧΧ Raymond H. GERENDE 

- “728% Reerelizes ty: CT phe i Cate: 18 March 1955 

fe Terieluy tn “Sluk Arent. Dsoved: LIEMPTY Project principal agent, formerly ‘1 * menber sof surveillance team, also LIFEAT basehouse keeper. De Fate of Per: $7,000, 00 (USD) per aooun 

ie ither C220 Sheer es. Termination payment equal to one month's salary for i each full year of service after 18 March 1955, : (ge Agent Dlonicsei Iv; Vineent Ὁ, RIZZUTO | “Date: 30 June 1970 4 
τ ἧς Feagen for Disetrends. Subject becane involved in a bitter divorce action with his wife (LIEMPTY-19), The protracted legal battle forced the Station to suspend GERENDE from operational activity for six months » for. ‘Security reasons, When it became evident that no early 80lution δε τος ity Tessas was in sight, termination had to be effected, ᾿ 

' See attached sheet ᾿ ' ' ᾿ ie 
at a - 2 S = nee taS AGiRS Σο τας το δλὰ ον Fuses. Yes, assuming that: his earlier service 

weed for full-time employment by JKLANCE, + Vonner of Msnficcl: Amicable,. GERENDE expressed. hanks tor the’ generous | settlement and. svore to preterse ΚΘΟΟΕΣΕΥ, ee a 
= ve ot , Ὰ 
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SECRET 

Paragraph 9 of Agent Service Record: 

Security Risks: GERENDE has known a number of Station officers in true name, although with PCS departure ; δὺς last of th +) oa (GERENDE's remaTaing contact will be whom he knows in alias.) - GERENDE knows all =~ urrently associated with the LIEMPTY Operation, as well-as LIEMPTY-10 and ~1ll, currently working with the LIEMBRACE tean, He also knowa LIEMBRACE~1, -2, and ~4, and is, of course, aware of the objectives and methods of the LIEMPTY and LIEMBRACE operations, He knows that the Station has access to the entire LIMESA complex, although he does not know of the LIMUST o i the true names and 
[al Hows of the LIFEAT. . . Operation throu woh lormer activities as'vell as those of his. ‘mother (LIFEUD-19) and his wife (LIEMPTY-19)., The husbands of his two sisters work for the Station, One is LIEMPTY-4, who was handled by GERENDE, and the other is LIBAND=1, whose activity is not Supposed to be known to GERENDE, In past years GERENDE was exposed to almost all phases of Station support activity. In recent yearg ’, be has been more compartmented. GERENDE received five weeks of : Headquarters covert training in 1957, 
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“τι GEREMDE AND WIFE. TERMINATED IN JOINT CEREMONY 26 JUNE. 
TERMS OF TEMINATION PAYMENTS EXPLAINED TO EACH, AND EACH SIGHED 
“QUIT CLAIMS (AND SIGNED THE OTHER'S AS WITNESS) WHICH SPECIFICALLY 
REBOUNCED ARY CLAIM TO TERMINATION PAYMENT MADE TO THE OTHER, OR TO 
ANY OTHER PAYMENT FROM WOLADY. EACH ‘APPEARED SATISFIED WITH ᾿ 
“SETTLEMENT AND SIGNED WITHOUT PROTEST. DETAILS POUCHED 3 JULY. 
IW HMMA-39129 AND 39138, GERENDE'S WIFE SAID NOTHING | : 

“ABOUT. TRIP TO WASHINGTON AND IN FACT THIS UNLIKELY AS SCHOOL SME 2 | 
“TEACHING AT STILL IN SESSION. ὃ ὧν οἱ - ἐν ae 
τς 2. DIVORCE ACTION STILL BASICALLY AT IMPASSE DESCRIBED 18 
“ATTACHMENTS TO HMMA-38706, IF GERENDE’S WIFE ACTUALLY DOES DESIRE 
CONTACT PER REF, IT PROBABLY TO SEEK MONEY RATHER THAN HELP OR Ἢ 

᾿ ‘ADVICE ΟΝ DIVORCE ACTION. VIEW ABOVE AND FACT THAT GERENDE'S ᾿ 

7 WIFE CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD THERE WOULD BE NO FURTHER JKLANCE CONTACT 
= EXCEPT FOR CASE “OFFICER HANDLING MONTHLY TERMINATION PAYMENTS, - , 
ABD THAT SHE ALSO. UNDERSTAKDS THAT ANY VIOLATION OF SECRECY ae 

SS “νοῦν RESULT IN CANCELLATION | HER TERMINATION ‘PAYMENT, 1 RECONMERD ee 
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fH OR LIERPTY - <ENDSENT AS
PPOVED TO PAY ἩΛΧΊΜΟΝ 510,090 TER- 

-? $INATION BONUS FOR GERENDE AND $2,500 FOR LIEMPTY/19. 

2. APPROVAL CAPRIED CAVEAT THAT FONUSES BE PAID CN MONTHLY 

BASIS. ‘RATHER THAN IN ONE LUMP SUM. THIS ARRANGEMENT SHOULD GIVE 

YOU SOME CONTROL OVER FUTURE ACTIONS GERENDE AND LIENPTY/19 

- BECAUSE THEY W ILL KNOW THAT CONTINUED RECEIPT OF MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
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ΟΠ με Γ[ςο Ο βο69 (IN 072365)8° ς Ὸ6 ἘΣ Ἧ 
᾿ ai, WE CURRENTLY PROCESSING PROJECT LIEXPTY AMENDIENT TO COVER 

“dost GERENDE TERMINATION IN FY 10. HOWEVER, UNTIL THIS ANENDMENT 

“APPROVED, WE UNABLE AUTHORIZE TERMINATION PAYNENTS REQUESTED REF. 

ἐν SUGGEST YOU PLAN aE es FOR 30 JUNE 1970 INSTEAD OF 31 BAY 1970. 

a WILL ADVISE 4S SOON AS AMENDMENT Is REPROVER: . εν ι wl ; 

“2, FILE: 201- 119598. , ae wee ae 
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“ LIEPTY Progress Report 1 November 1969 -.25 March 1970 
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Reference: HMMA-38119, 18 November 1969 PRIORITY 

SUICIANY 

1, The LIEMPTY Project has thus far survived the absence from 
-duty of its principal agent, Raymond Ἧς “GERENDE, as well as the 
threat to the secu iect represented by GERADE's 
marital problems. has been handling all Project 
personnel] sinco carly Decenber 1969, when GikLNDE was deactivated 
and placed on halfepay, No problems have resulted fron this, other ‘than a delay in the receipt of photos (jis unable to nect 
LILMPTY personnel as frequently as GrRiNDE was). Tho security _ , threat will remain as. long as GERENDE's estranged-wife has it - 

ig Within her power to expose GERENDE's RVROCK connection and the type '..O£ work he was.engaged in, She has continually promiscd not to do 3 this, and thus far she has kept.her word, 

_..2,. The LIEMPTY product continues to be a valuable one for tho 
Station. . It continucs to play an important CI role (particularly 

» for LUERGO and LNREAD) but its greatest value, as far as the Station 
is concerned, is in the positive field. ‘two recent examples 
underline this; The early (and thus far only) debriefing of 
AENIDNIFF was accoaplished alnost exclusively by showing hor photos 

‘Of All MEHARSH Habassy personnel and getting from her a character 
8kotch on each individual, These photos were all obtained by 

- BILYRIC and LICALLA, Secondly, LIEMP TY observations (as opposed to 
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photos) played an inportant role in our total coverite of AESVASICK 
during the recent operational activity undertaken avainst AESZASICK. 
In short, LIEPTY rennins a highly effective and highly useful. 

. Support asset, whose product is obtained in order to be uscd 
: operationally, not simply collected for the files, 

΄ 

ΘΕΤΕΌΕ 

3, The GERENDE problen is unquestiorzbly a serious one. te 
: are forwarding under separate cover copies of several eemoranda 

ot ᾿ς prepared by GERENDE, Ono outlines the history of his marital 
i problems, another describes the current legal situation, and a ἢ 
3 third outlines proposals for a settlement. There is no hope of 
i ' vreconciliation, ‘The Station's position with GLUENDE from the. 
ἱ start has been that he must agree ‘to an anicable ecttlement with 

his wife in order to insure that she would n6ét feel forced to take 
i steps which would jeopardize. the security of Station operations, 
i ‘For this reason, the Station insisted from the beginning that any 

financial settlement with his wife would have to take into account 
the fact that he was receiving a certain salary froma RVNOCK, and 
that he could not fairly keep this salary out of the settlement on 
the grounds that his wife could make no legal claim to that : 

᾿ Salary, GERENDE's wire was made aware of our position on this, and 
‘she was grateful, even though she realized that this arrangenent 

| . was strictly Laformal, The Station felt that GERENDE could not be 
{ allowed to uso his KVROCK salary as a weapon in the dispute with his 
| ., Wife, because if he did, she ‘could hardly be expected to refrain ὁ 
ἰ “sf£rom exposing his connect ions, Indeed, events have shown that 

GERENDE's wife is a vindictive woman, and if it had not been clear 
_ to her that she, as well as ΟΕ, would lose money if he loses | 

his job, she might have blown the whistle long ago. GERENDE, for. 
his pars, would have preferred to keep his RVROCK salary entirely 
“out of the picture. Eventually, however, be agreed that the Station 
position was fair, and he said he would conform, : 

- 4, The attached memoranda fron GERENDE are, in the Station's 
opinion, basically fair accounts, In the beginning, the Station 
was inclined to give GERENDE's wife (LIE.PTY-19) the benefit of the 
doubt, :,largely because her description of GERENDE's character 

weaknesses came-as no Surprise (particularly his tendency to 
‘sprocrastinate, even when his: marriage was δὲ stake). Early in the 

/ yeonflict, LIEMPTY-19 contacted RIZZUTO and asked point blank what 
she could tell her lawyer about GHRENDE's salary. She was told 

. She could not mention the RVROCK portion under any circumstances, 
and that if she told anyone that GZRENDE had any connection with 
LNPURE, the connection would be denied. and GERHNDE would: be 
terminated. She appeared to accept this gracefully, even though it 
meant she would have to scale her support denands down to the 
level of GERENDE's overt income (GZRAME's nonthly salary fron 
RVROCK was over 7,000 pesos; he c2rned an additional 4:to 5,000 pesos 
teaching English, and he has since rented their house, for which 
he is receiving slightly. less than 7,000 pesos monthly). sy 
Subsequently, LIEMPTY-19 was told that the Station. would. see to it 
that as long as GERENDE continued to receive an RVROCK salary, he. 
would give her the same proportica of this. salary that the courts 

Ideterained should be paid from.his overt incone. This, of course 
. Was_strictly an informal arrangement _one which would stop the. _ 
minute GERENDE stopped receiving a salary. Latér, as Liz'PTy-19's : 
‘position hardened and her vindictiveness began to rule her actions, ee 

᾿ς LIEMPTY-~19 was reminded ‘by the Stztion that the longer. it took for. — 
an anicable solution to be reached, the greater was the chance 
that GERENDE would lose his job, If she persisted in. having hin 

‘arrested (which she succeeded in. doing twice), his job would be. 
τς Jeopardized.. While she continued to repeat sweetly that she had‘no 

- gdntention of causing his termination, and had never breathed a. 
. word to a soul about his RVROCK aifiliation, her attitude was. in 
-Zact jeopardizing. his job and if-he lost his job, she and. the. 
children, as well as GERENDE, would lose income, Her attitude is 
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doubly Siesopeiicine. in view δὲ the fact that 15 she becane- more and 
more unreasonable, GERIRDE was moving in the other direction, 

5, The outcone can still not be predicted. AS can be seen 
from GESENDE'’s memos, the two sides are still far apart on a nuaber 
of points, including specifically money... LIKIPTY-19 insists on 
10,000 pesos per month, GknLiDic is willing to pay 5,009, GERIXDE 
is currently on half-pay, wolch mcuns that his total (511 soerrced — 
nonthly incone is around 14,000 pesos, From this, he would not only 
have to pay the amount which is finally agreed upon, he nest also 
continue payments of 2560 pesos per noenth to LIcWPry-l1¢'s father 
(paying off a loan obtained to build their house), The complicating 
factor is the uncertainly of GERENDE's future with RVRUCK. The 
Station has maintained for some tine that it 15 impossible to — 
continue to pay GERINDE his full saler Solely torun: the LICALLA 
and LILYRIC basehouses, Nov that] ine absorbed this duty 
with only small inconvenience and some loss of timeliness, it makes 
even less sense to put GERENDE to work only to do this. GERENDE 
has long been aware of the Station's thinking in this regard, and 
prior to the current peroonal erisis he had been told th2t he 
would have to work harder at a gpreater variety of tasks in order 
to retain his position, As Headquarters is aware, he πὰ been 
given additional tasks, and, as reported in reference, he had begun 
to respond very well. There has never been any question of GERTNDE’s 
ability. As we have previously stated, he is personable, intelligent, 
bilingual and binational, and has had. good. training and expcrience 

, in certain fields, On the. other hand, there has long been doubt 
about his seriousness of purpose, his initiative, and his ambition, 
. -Phe, "reversal of roles" which he: describes in one of the attached 
“menos, which took place when he was confined to his home as an 
4LP keeper, did more than cause domestic problens «= it apparently 
“deprived hin of the discipline of a daily job. His well-deserved 
reputation for being lazy. was oarned veers ago. 

6. The question which ‘must: be answered is whether or 
not to terminate GERENDE. Ne can. be useful to. the Station, but 
the station has learned to get along without him. What are the 
security hazards involved? The general range of his knovledge is 
described in paragraph 5 of reference. If all of this rere blown, 
the loss to the Station, particularly in terms of support operations 
“against; the MHHARSH target, would be considerable, The Station 
-does ‘not believe that GERENDE would deliberately expose any of this, 

ἀρὰς: it is impossible to predict what LIENPTY-19 might do, particularly 
since she would feel that she had nothing to lose, havirg already 

.clost a possible source of income through the termination, GERENDE's 
termination bonus would probably be ‘in the neighborhood of ten 

-thousand dollars. Presumably LIEMPTY-19 is aware of the fact that 
he would get such a bonus, although the Station has never discussed 
this with her and the possible division of such a bonus between the . 
two of them has ‘ever been mentioned. 

LICALLA 

: 7. “The LICALLA bas ὃ fuuction without changes, 
except for the fact that bas been- meeting LIEMPTY-9 

. Since 9 December 1969, Brief meetings with LIEMPTY-9 are held once 
-a@ week at pre-arranged times and places (well away from the MHHARSH 
area). . Occasionally special meetings are called, by. .phone, by . 
breads if special coverage..is desired (aS in the AESEASICK case, 
for example). There have been no problens, ° ‘operational or personal, 
involving the basehaise or LIEWPTY-9 during the reporting period. 
LIENPTY-9 provided 1,728 photographs during the’ reporting period, 
and in addition to his regular reporting on observed activities of 

_ MBHARSH personnel, he provided special coverage as requested, . This 
“special coverage” consists of his observations of a selected 
individual ~~ who does he spend. his time with, how is he behaving, 

- hen was he present (or absent), etc, LIEMPTY-9 spends over 40 
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hours a week just watching (ae photographing) MEHARSH personnel, 
‘and ὄνον the years be has goltento knov then, and their habits, 

: very well, Ho can spot unusual or atypical behavior, and when he 
' ' 48 acked to put a certain individual under close scrutiny, his . 
i Ccorzents can be very useful, ‘Newcomers, no matter what their 
ἊΣ cover, will Irequently cravitate to their IS colleagucs in the 
ἱ "safety" of the ΜΗΠΛΉΘΗ back yard, thereby enabling us to nake 

tentative ALKICK or ALGRIP identifications. TDYers can often be: 
linked up with thelr internal escort. officers, In the: case of 
Specific targets, LICALLA special coverage can sometimes give. clues 
to personal relationships which can be exploited, During the reporting 
pericd we had special coverasze on AESEASICK (to determine any 
changes in pattern following the AEMIDRIFF defection and following 
the operation against him -=- ard in beth cases LICALLA aid report σ 
some change in pattern); 20)1-365870 (for much the sauwe Τὸ reason, 
although here the evidence was oe as clear); AEPOLYP (to gather 
information on bis patterns and his associations) ; “ALTAKLOFF 
(for the same reason); and 201-638166 (to find out if he ‘did, 

in fact work in the "yestricted area" and- who his associates were, 
a requirement which was quickly satisfied). Also, LICALLA has been 
asked to report on the arrival and activitics of TDYers such as 
the ALUKICK security inspectors (he is not, of course, told that 
“security inspectors" are expected <= he is told of the expected 
arrival cf visitors, and he can spot a visitor.or newcomer immediately), 

. the possible arrival of 201~314616 and, currently, ‘to attcupt to 
identify, at least by association, the person who went out to meet 

, 8 LNREAD agent (subject Se meena ἐβι δ θα 17 March 1070), ° The 
« ‘Value of LICALLA to the RED’ PEOBEAM ἜΝ can scarcely 
“be overstated, : 

ΨΙΙΥΡΒΙΟ. 

8. There have been no ΕἸ: during the reporting period of 
: the operation of the LILYRIC. baschouse activity, except that 
ἫΝ took over ‘the handling of the LILYRIC personnel from 

. GERENDE in early December, -- normally meets only LIEMPTY-13, 
᾿ at pre-arranged sites and times (also well away from the MHHARSH 

area), once a week for pick-up of the films and reports. He occa= 
Sionally meets. LIEMPTY-14 (LIZIPTY-13's wifc) when LIENPTY-13 may 
be out of town. The LILYRIC coverage is a family enterprise 

' awith the work equally. divided among LIZIPTY-13, 24,926, and -27, 
AN ho split up the hours of duty so that there is uninterrupted 
“coverage Mondays through Fridays from 0800 to 1800 hours, and 
0800 to 1500 hours Saturdays. (Extra-hour or week-end. coverage may 
be. requested as necessary, and. the LILYRIC: personnel responded to: 
the Station request for such extra.coverage during the AZMIDRIFF 
and’ AESEASICK cases.) The family has continued to provide reports 
during the reporting period.on all. activity centered on the, front 
entrance of the MHHARSH Embassy. Such coverage included, as in the 
past, daily logs on the comings and goings of MHHARSH officials, 
up-to-date recording of ΜΗΠΑΉΘΗ license numbers, special activities 
and visitors (particularly. Americans, of whon five were. spotted -and 
reported on during the reporting. period), and.sone 3,500 photographs. 
As an example of the value of LILYRIC- coverage, within one week of 
‘the. change of license plates at the MHHARSH Embassy (a biannual change 
affecting al with new numbers bearing no relation to | 
the old), LILYRIC had. provided ἃ complete list of the new numbers 
(along with the cars to which the plates are assigned). Among” — 
other things, this enabled the. Station to identify AESEASICK’s 
companions during his last few days ‘Without LILYRIG, . 

. identificationof the new license plates wou ave taken. nonths and - 
would have handicapped our. operations, LILYRIC has also provided 
special coverage of the visit of a Latin American CP representative, 
and is. currently watching for the two AEKICK security technicians, 
201-31461G, and the man’ who went to meet the LNREAD agent. Also, 
LILYRIC. has reported on visit dudents and the identity 

: o£ the MHHARSH representatives who deal with thea or hand out 
literature to them. In short, LILYRIC's services, even though the 
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MHHAPSHers undoubtedly mos GocNes ΤΥ facility, and 
act accordingly, are another vital clement of the RDTOP program. 

LIRnOTY~4 

a 9, LIEMPTY-4 bas continued to develop and to print all of 
: fhe LICL mes UILYNIS phelograpis, Ne has beea met regularly by 

| (taking over for GERIFNDE) since 26 Novenber 1969, 
fhe first few meetings at that tine (late Koveaber and early 
December) were arranged by[_|by telephone to LIEDPTY~4 and 
primarily concerned LIELPTY-4's reports on GEREIDE's family problens 
and related security arrangements. Since mid-December,. LIELPTY~-4 
resuned a regular schedule (usually weekly) of meetings αὐ 
pre-arranged sites and times, LIiiPTyY-4 has been given a special 
extension in the Station to ‘may call as "Dr. Carlos" to 
leave a message for "vietor"| [Jean change neeting 
plans by directly calling LIEMPTY-4, The only personal problem 
@irectly involving LIE<PTY-4 was surgery on his knee which required 
his wearing a full cast. on his leg for over six weeks, During 
this period when LIENPTY-4 has been unable to drive,[___—'| has 
been meeting LIEMPTY-4, for tho exchange of LICALLA/LILYRIC films | 
‘and prints, at LIFMPTY-4! 5 office, under ἃ suitable pretext and with 
appropriate security precautions, LIEMPTY-4's services are 

invaluable since the Station could not, on a continuing BABS 
‘process the LIEMPTY material in its own photo lab, ᾿ 

SECURITY 

20. Other than the security problems inherent in GEREIDE's 
personal problems, there have been no security problems during the 
reporting period, 

FUTURE PLANS ὦ, 

Ϊ 11. As for GERENDE, the Station has reached the conclusion 
| i that he must be terminated, This is not an easy decision to make, 
Ἢ nor will it. be.easy to confront GERENDE with this decision. He 
. Phas, afterall, devoted 15 years of his life to RVROCK. However, 

as noted above, in spite of his talents the Station has been able. 
‘| to gets along without his services, Furtheraore, the constant 

Security risk posed by his wife is, frankly, an unacceptable risk. 
To try to molify her. by promising her ἃ portion of his salary is 
‘probably unworkable in realistic terms, particularly since her 
attitude has progressively hardened, The Station, therefore, 
intends tp terminate GERENDE prior to the end of FY 1970. GERENDE's 
contract calls for a termination bonus of one month's salary per 
full year. This would come to $8,750 (USD). For various reasons, 
including the need to preserve the security of the operation by 

jensuring that the termination is anicable, it will probably be 
necessary, as stated in paragraph 6, to give GERENDE about $10, 000 
(USD). Furthermore, it will be. necessary to inform LIEMPTY=-19 of . 
the termination, and, to keep her from revealing what she knows, -- | 
she will undoubtedly have to be given some money herself. 1:6. ~~ 
Station does not believe that it would be equitable or sound from 
‘@ security point of view to use the money which GERENDE himseli has 
earned for this purpose. Therefore, while the figure will renain- 

negotiable, the Station believes that the sum of $2,500 (USD) — 
would be a reasonable amount. Total obligations for FY 1970 in. 
the LIESPTY Project are currently estimated at Slightly less than 
$33,000 (USD). The Project has been approved in the anount of 
$38,970 (USD) leaving unobligated approximately $6,000 (USD). It. 
is therefore requested that the LIEMPTY Project be amended for 
FY.1970 to provide an additional $8,000 (USD) to be used in the 
ee termination. Funds will be available at the Station. 
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εν δῷ, Regarding the project renewal for ¥Y 1971, as fer as 
LICALLA, ΜΠ πιο, and LIEMPTY-4 are concerned, Lo changes in 
procedure are planned, The product is useful, it is as tinely a3 
present circunstances permit, and tho pers onnel involved are doing 

i _ their jobs well, The only change forescen is an increase in 
io Salary for soma, if not all, of these agents fhe nost recent 
! ‘salary increases: took effect in Hay 1968. LUIPTY-4 has not had 
i ' an inercase since January 1967, and ‘LIEMPTY-13. Since Janunry 1964. 

Increase in cost of living alono would be sufficient justification 
to raise salarics, but in the esse of these agents their consistently 
excellent work deserves to be rewarded, These Salary increases 
will probably range between 10 and 20 percent, 

13. As for other project expenses, LIEMPTY-10 and LIEYPTY~11 
will no longer be funded under LIEMPTY, but have been. transferred 
to LIEMBRACE effective 1 July 1970, Real estate expenses should 
‘renain fairly constant, with perhaps a Slight allowance for 
inflation. The ront on GEREXDE's dark room (MEXI 137) will no. 
longer be paid with his termination, MV-2823 will be sold or 
otherwise disposed of and should not be included in tho project 
for FY 1971, Equipment and operational expenses should remain 
constant, ᾿ . : 
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Case. Officer and Chief of Station TO : 

FROM : GERENDE 

SUBJECT: GEREYDE Backzround and Status Report. 
of Present Marital Cenflict 

"Δ, While this is not intended to-be a full exposition of my 
personal and private life over recent years,; I] would like to make 
known some of the factors that have, fron my point of view, led 

“up to the ‘present SEMALEONS 

ἐμόν, I realize that the: interests of the: orginiza tion’ and the 
interest of the individuals who may have opportunity to come in 
contact with my case dictate as little personal involvement as 

possible in the lives of agents. Indeed, the requirements of 
security, comeartmentation and efficiency prescribe the ποθ 
operandi and, to a great extent the ‘nodus vivendi, of agency 
personael net only in the sense of carning a living but. also in 
wanner.of living. Ideally, the less said about an agent's private 
life, the better, but, as the years ge by, changes may occur which 
go unreported or unnoticed and which may bring about unexpected 
events and -revercussions. When © person has been working for the 

;. Station,.as I have, for fifteen years with little or no personnel 
nandling problemas, no security flaps, no obvious problems on the 
job,. ‘and Something cones up like the abrugt separation of-my - 
wife (LIUMPTY-19) and me with the nerronal and potential security 
risks it has entailed, I feel that some explanation is necessary. 
Should it be in order, I would like this explanation te reach not — 
-only my present case officer and Chief of Station but also the 
former: ‘Chief aac officers with whom I have chad the eee to 
work. over the years. 

3 I would. like to give thanks, in advance, for the patience 
and understanding that have been shown me thus far, Whatever the 
final outcome, I know that peopie have been Lending over backward 
to be helpful "and petpent in oe of an early solution to the 
conflict. 

4. Back in Bentcabes 1959, shortly after our peed ine in late 
1958, ὡ wife and Ree, girl, were moved, ad the agency, into a. 
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Spacious, carpeted, furnished apartnent near the DIZVAG Enbassy, 
- which served intermittently as a Listening post-basehouse for the 
agency, δὲ the tinc, LIN!PTY-19 was workin as the manager of the 

᾿ hookstore at the University cf the Americas and, at the same tine, 
etudying for a B.A. in philcsophy, Tress. were happy. tines, ΠΝ 
received ἃ two-uonth leave, went to Mirope, the Pome Oiyapics and 
visited LIZIPTY-19's. inmily ia noliana, BACK eR the 
base was in operation J stayed heme a lot (one of the resiirenenis), 
minded the @ial and tane recerders and the ba cv -— an unfortunate 
reversal of marital reles, After exactly five years the baschouse 
was closed down and we lost rent, LIEM®TY-19's salary and my. 
mother's salary which she had been receiving aS part~-tine basehouse 
keeper, ly mother and youngest. sister gave considerable help in 
taking care of the baby while LISMPTY-19 worked and when we. went 

to Furope and left the baby with then; This was during the first 
three years at the base until we had our second child, Christopher. 

5. “We noved to a small. apartment in Lomas and, to supplement 
the loss cf salary aad rent allowance, the Stution began paying 
1,000 wesos a month fer the use of a dark room-I had built on the 
roof of the building. We had wr third child: » Madeleine, unplanned, 
two months after settling in the two-bedroom ¢ apartment. The 
apirtment need not have beeu-so small tut we had chosea it for its 
location and style and because it was to be a temporary stop until 
we could find sonething better. We missed soing to the Olympics 

ει in, Tokyo which we had planned to do (1964) and: instead. began 
7 negotiating to buy a hone building site at Rio Esccndido but whea 
the:d eal fell thrai gh, we decided to go on leave to Hurove again, 

-thiss time with the two older childven, leaving the baby with my 
sister, Se visited with LI2PTY-19's "parents in Holland Sane had 
‘moved: back: to Nolland after having lived in Washington, D.C,, since 
1943) and: the two children stayed with them while LYEUPTY-19 "and I 
made side tribs, Traveling is LIEMPTY-19's greatest love in life. 
Upon our return [ar came back twe weeks earlier sTERIPTY-19 
was so depressed ἃ eaving furore and being back she was 
‘enotionally.and physically inace avout. six weeks. She 
nad not fully adjusted to living or to settling Gown and 
becoming a housewife, Our cramped quarters, way of living, lack 
208 money, my” job, my. irregular hours and habits, my Friday. night 
uBOnSE: games§ | the three ΘΙ ΈΘΣΘΕ, 81] these got her dewn. 

“Ini the fall of 196 5 after our return: from ‘Europe I began 
tevcticg English to beginners in the adult education program at the 
American School.in the evenings, This started δὲ a two-hour a 
“week moonlighting experiment but by carly 1966, through student 
contacts made at the school, I had branched out to. teaching at the 
offices of Carnation Milk Co., Singer Sewing Machine, and 
Richardson-Nerrell Drug. Co. fer a total of about tweaty hours per 
week, LIZNFTY-19, meantime, was working fart-time at the Hamilton 

School in Lomas where the two older children were attending. The 
ἜΒΒΕΙΣ finaaces improved and I was able to convince LIEMPTY-19 that 
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_the best thing to do was to ἡπτοῦε in Land and build a ποῦς bir “Chnough for our groving fanily which by bow had a fourth child on the way. With trree frienis as partners, Toentered on w land-buy ing deal which turned out to be complicated as ve boucht the Jatd ia the form of conpany. stock, The company was liquidated and the assets wore cistriputed, as land, to the fsur partners, IT paid for our Share with the proceeds fron the sale ΟἹ ἃ ΔῈ Jot I had been Paying for since 1955, LEMPTY-12 was at first reluctant to tie US down with a’ house but when we finally got the papers and land deed straightened out, she threw herseli wholeheartedly into the Project-and the building which began in August 1957, jihile LIEWTY=-19 / ‘fupervised the construction, I worked during Sceptenber and October 4; almost full-time for the Olympic Organizing Committee and the froup { from Czechoslovakia which cane to train in the pre-Glympics, My father-in-law deposited money to help us with the majo: ‘part of the financing of the h ΘΟ. We ured $266,500 pesos. of his ‘money and about $60,000 that LIEUPTY-19 and J had. saved and pot the house finished enough to move in in March 1908, We were very short “On furniture und shortly aiter moving in bought. three bedroon sets, ‘An autonuatic washer and even a piano. Naturally, cash was Scarce, dirt wae Plentiful. The yard was a pile of rubble, the carpentry work had just begun, there were no closets, the house was unpsinted, Theveafter, we did things on the licuse as the money cane in: ‘continued with carpentry, finished the driveway, put in grass, ‘built ὃ, fence and front gate, ἡτοτστῇ δ’ 

:%. Six months after moving in came tine for the Olympics and aI worked, unofficially this time, with the water polo team fron Australia, LIsuPry-19 worked for the month with the Dutch and ‘Belgian radic and TV group. LIZMPTY-19 was, once again, caught up : ‘in the atmesphere: of being among Europeans and doirg something ee exciting and out of the routine of hoac and children, She fell in ! ‘hove with the Australians as well, and for several moaths all she : eecatld talk of was that we should move to Australia, I gave it some i ; thought but decided that we had neither the noney to invest nor the ᾿ ; “youth and technical training to make it as pioncers “down under" fo and, on the ler band, family, friends, a house, and job seniority here| | 

“8. Toward the end of 1968, LIEMPTY-19 decided it was time for “me to. move out of the master bedroom as she could no longer face that aspect of our married life. For several months we tried this 

‘eareturned home fron a party, she asked me to help her undress. and > when she,‘ once again, refused to have anythiag to de with me, I ‘got rough with her, prompting a decision on her part, which she - : “had already been poudering, to visit her parents in Holland ἀξ soon ' 8S possible. Her father provided the plane gare and ske left in 

θα it did not werk out: for ne. .One night in March 1969 after we i 

April for the. United States to visit her brother and sister ani “Holland, for what she said would be a five week trip. She stayed away ten weeks, Tae four children remained with me, the maid, διὰ 
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my nother who cane te help three dave a week, Upon her return, LIEXPTY-19 bore an air of resienation wather than of enthusitss acd again, as on her previons return ΡΟ, Europe, sas physically down and mentally unhacpy, When asked about her thoughts on Australis She said that if she hed wanted to live in Australia, she should have married an Australian, The separation hed not improved our intimate relationship, 

9, .In Avgust τ was to take five weeks’ leave and £0 with the children to Astro-iorld in MNouston and visit wy mother's family in South Carolina, When ¥ suggestes dostpaning waking renthly payments on her father's loan until December vhen the Christmas Bonus would cover the back debt, in ordeyx to make the trip, she was adamant. Saying that if 1 did not have the cash for going, I should not take legve, I borroved fron my life insuraace policy and left with the three youngest children. Adriana had a touch of hepatitis and joined us three weeks later ter spending the month in South Carolina, we returnea[ ite find that LIswPry-19 had very much enjoyed her solitude. We had already talxcd about divorce before her trip to Hollard in the spring. I had told her that I would not consider parting with the children and she said she would consider leaving them to me if 1 would settle the devt to her father as- well aS give her a Susstantial share of what she considered was her: part of the house. The title of the house was in my name and had been Since ‘the buying of the land, LIEMPTY-19 mid 1 could movtyege or ' sell the house but that the money was whit she was mainly interested ‘iu. I.told her that the sale of the house vas not financially wise “in tts unfinished state and that the house and land are vory “likely to appreciate sharply over the next three or four years considering the housing developments Geing on in the area, Added to this, was the sentinental attachment to the house and area. A> mortgaze, on the other hana, for the amount of her father's loan Plus what she was asking, was something I could ῃ nsidering the more than iZ2 percent cost of such a mortgage 

ΝΣ "20... At. the same time, during September1969, that we were going - through the above-neationed discussions, LIEMPTY-19 was taking a course at Japan Airlines to become a tour guide ard group leader for trips. to. the Orient as early as Novenber 1°69 and, certainly, to. Expo '70 in Osaka during the spring and summer of 1970, The received a diploma to that effect. I told her tht if she wanted out cf the marr‘ase and wanted to be free to travel it was all right by me but that the children would stay with me and I would continue to repay her father at the agreed rate. ($2500 ner month and 5 percent per ycar), She then sought 2658} advice iroa an old friend, Dutch lawyer Guillerno Floris Margadant who, ip turn, steered her to a young wozan lawyer, χα, Berta Martinez, who nust have ; advised LIENPTY-19 that under the local legal system the only way to try for a sizable cash settlement and considerable Support was to hang on to the children because LIEPTY-19 made a radical "about-face" ‘im her attitude concerning them and she now said that she could not 
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usual and my sister Marcia (LIEMWTY-4's wife) picked them up ard. 
. took them to her house where I joined them for lunch, LiietTy-19 

-5- 

“abandon” the children. I rofused to visit her lawyer with her 
saying I was not interested in getting divorced, whereas she eaid 
that her «wind was BASE up and that we would have to split up. 

- ll. Things case to a head on the night of 12 November when I 
got hone around 9 PH and she sugyestcd we have .« rink and talz 
things over, I mixed fone martinis and she began laying down the 
terms under. which she thought te should get divorced, i.e, I sould 
move out of the house, mortgage to pay back her father's money, 
grant her custody of the childrea aad support of 2 ,000 poses per 
month per child ($8,000), .1. said I would not get divorecd under 
those conditions and we discussed and argued in the kitchen for about 
three hours, killing a bottle of gin. in the process. We went 
upstairs and when I tried to make up to her she tried to rouse the 
children, unsuccessiully, and then tried to leave the house wrich 
I would not ict her do. She got hystcrical, phoned a neighbor, 
Uta de la Hoz, then she went into the front yard:and awakened the 
next door neighbors, Walter Hurley and. his wife, and:asked to go to 
their house.. A few minutes later, Uta and her husband Guillerso 
came: and LIEWPTY-19 went with them to their home two blocks away, . 
About a half-hcur later I walked up to Uta's to ask LIEMPTY-19 
to come home but wes told that she was busy phoning her lawyer - _ 

and : ‘would not veturn, 

42,. The following morning I took the children to school as 

came by in the late afterncon while my sister was cut, picked up 
the children saying she was taking them home, failed to co so, then 
ἐΒΑΡΟΘΑΣΘΑ and was not to be found, , 

> 213, It was the subsecuent action taken by LIES = 3S 
dropping her lawyers and taking on_the services of 

ἣν the most notorious penal attorney that led to the iS ὡς ΣΙ 
' potential.security hazards that ensued, ΝΣ 2 4 PS eee 
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Mahe present situation of the marital conf) 
‘his wife : 
a 

"B. Ze 

Hg 
Ὁ |} Chrysler 
“and fifteen-year old daurh 
{tonthly rent is 6,700 pesos M/N 
- beginning 1. February 1970, 
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4 
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9 March 1970 

Case Officer 

GERENDE 

GERENDE Status Report 

ict between GEREDE and 
(LIEMPTY-19) is as follows: 

GERENDE is living at his mother's apartment at 99 Carlos tina Street, Apartment 9, 
- apartment. δὲ Tornel 3 corner with Pedro 
‘he has stored the household effects and 

. | former address at Ladera 

He has rented a three-~bedroon . 
Antonio de los Santes where 
furniture removed from his 

99, Lomas de Bezaros, - 

The house at Ladera 39 is rented to an-executive of Corporation International, Dr. Leon MARKIEWICZ, his wife, 
ter, all of Argentine nationality. The 

and the contract is for two years, 

τ θὲ, LLEMPTY~19' and the four children are apparently. still at the residence of the Netherlands! 
Van ‘Heemstra at Pefia 360, Jardines del Pedregal. | fairly certain they are at that address from 
ildren, Adriana and: Chris, 

1} two occasions he has seen then, 
[ὃ December 1969, LIEMPTY-19 has 

Ambassador, Baron 
It. seems 

things that the two ν 
have said to GERENDE on the. last — 

They have been there Since 
denied that she has a-fixed address that she is staying with “friends, ὁ. ᾿ 4 

LIEMPTY-19 is continuing to-use the services of 
» through. him, is pressing for even more 

} ad asked in November, copy and translation of the latest proposal on 4 March 1970, pits Pe 

The charges and accusations made by LIEMPTY-19 against not completely resolved and are as follovs: - 

Insults, threats and attempted homicide .- this charge ὶ the 5° Juzgado Penal, 2° Corte Penal located at... 
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, ,, GERENDE has presented both the land deed ("escritura") | 

eo 28 

Lecumberri, The judge 43 CPS Metlaue. These entepges tave not been pressed since they were originally made on 13 november 1969 by LIn.PTY-19. The ruling on these charrees, should the ease come to trial, must be made by three jucges of the 22 Corte _ Penal composed of the 4th, Sth, and 6th Juzpados Penales, . The judge of the G° Juzgado is Lic, QUIPAZCO, an aluanus of GERENDE's lawyer, Jorge Mario MAGALLON, Together they have, on two occasions, been to speak to Judge CRUZ Mellado who agreed not t issue an arrest warrant and who has, finally, - . called for a hearing on 16 March (subsequently postponed) at 10:00, MAGALLON has given GERENDE assurances that the charges are likely to be dismissed, ᾿ 

Ὁ, Fraud “ὦ this charge was nade by. LIEVPTY~19 and her lawyer on 11 December 1969, the day after GEREXDE left the Villa Obregon jail aftor having. spent a week there for disobeying a court order. (The court order had consisted of an unfounded request to have: GERENDE expelled from his house ‘and, to have LIEMPTY-19 reinstated ‘there with her father, as 
the temporary custodian of the children,’ GERENDE refused them admissbn under those terms, hence disobeying the Villa Obregon .. Judge's. order, so-the judge's secretary arbitrarily. ordered, “ ong the spot, a 10-day detention, Subsequently, the judge, LUCAS del ARENAL, was forced to lift the detention after seven days and dismiss himself from the case and divorce proceedings ag incompetont, The judge has had to face charges of collusion from and with the lawyers of both parties, i.e. Magallon and Jurado, The charge of. fraud rests at Mesa 312 of the Procuraduria del Distrito. Federal, The Public Ministry Agent. in charge of that table is Jorge GUTIERREZ Cruz. LIEMPTY~19. claims that the money lent to her and GERENDE for building. the house at Ladera #39 was actually loaned to buy - the house and that GERENDE, knowing they were married: under the separate property marriage clause Ind wrongfully. placed the property in his name only, thereby committing fraud. . Actually, the land was bought by GERENDE before Christnas 1965 in’a complicated transaction involving three other partners: . Robert Bancroft WHITEHOUSE, John (Dick) 

.: Walter HURLEY, and each of the partners placed the property ' dn their respective nanes with the complete. knowledge of their. τὴ Spouses, Later the land was. subdivided and after nineteen: — - ΜῈ ‘months: the deeds were issued, LIELPTY-19 supervised and prodded 

RENNA, and Janes 

the notary who made the transaction and. She was perfectly aware -that the property was in GSRENDE's name. .In August 1967 when construction of the. house began ΟΝ -19's father's money was used which. he had deposited for the purpose. Since January 1969, according to the terns of the loan agreement, GERENDE has beea paying it off and has receipts from “LIEMPTY~19 to show for it, ~ ar, A Pe 

pre-dating the construction of the house and the receipts» 

Lette 

See Yee a a ie eet, 

ST AE: 
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thowing up to date paynent of the lozn.at the ‘esa 318.» No. further action bas been taken: by LIQIT Y-19 or her lavyer on this matter but thie charge fas not finally been settled and is still pending. The charre is, of course, unfounded ard is. awaiting the proper “lubricstion" in order to be filed RATAY. 

Cc. Neglect -= this charge was made by LIE PTY-19 in Decenber 1969 at the 7° Juszgzedo Hixto de Pay claining that GERENDE had abandoned LIZMPTY-19 and the children to their fate and that they were utterly destitute, GERENWE was not notified of this charge and on 9 February after attending a hearing at the Villa Obregon juzcado (see below), once out on the sidewalk, Judicial Police agents Getained GERENDE, . took bisa to the Procuraduria and frei there to Lecunberri, This process involved being finger-printed and mugged, The following day GERENDE was out ou ἃ 2,000 pesos bond and three days later, 13 February, the justice of the peace (a woman) formally set GERENDE free for lack of evidence. GERENDE and - Magallon went back on 5 March to pick ‘up'the bond money and see 11 had appealed but he had not and, apparently, ‘that matter Is closed, ee 

6. On 14 November 1969, one day after LIEMPTY-19 disappeared _from hone taking the children With her, GERENDE brought charges “against ber for minor lesions and shoved medical proor thereof, The hearing of 9 February after which GERMIDE was detained, was Called by Villa Cbhregon judge Bonfilio SEGURA. GERENDE reiterated. the charge, LIEMPTy={19 denied it, the judge ruled against her,’ ordered her to prison but Since the injuries were ninor, it does not require privation of liberty and she must only go and sign-in once a week, ; 

7. LIEMPTY-~19 is at present teaching school at the Edron Academy on Caleri Street in San Angel Inn. The two older children ‘are -going to school there, During the latter part of November, all December and half of January, the children did not attend any . &Chool, On three occasions GERENDE has been to the school at 13:30 to try to’speak to LIEMPTY-19 and see the children, LIEMPTY-19 has objected to this and the meetings Mave been short and fruitless except for GERENDE learning that they are Still staying at the Dutch Ambassador's, GERENDE's last visit there was on 3 Narch (Tuesday). 
_ -« 8 After the Villa Obregon judge disnissed himself from the divorce.:proceedings, according to standard procedure, the case ~ went to Coyoacan and Xochinilco respectively where the judges, . ᾿ in turn, excused themselves from the case and it has finally cone’. to reside at the ist Juzgado Civil in the DF. The judge is. Olda CORREA (woman) and has. the reputation of being tough and pretty Straight, Since LIEMPTY=19 has not given an address vhere divorce Suit papers can be served her, the suit has not yet been initiated On GERENDE's part. — LIEMPTY-19, on the otherlmnd, has not had " 
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ΟἾΞΕΣΌΡ eorved with sepera thovgh hic curvent address is known, 
. apparently. because she is still secking-a voluntary divorce ulong 
the lines and terss which are stated in the acconpanying set of 
proposals. GEREUDZ cannot begin to acecpt these proposals in- 
their present form as they are patently unfair and hardly a point. 
.to beginning bargaining fron, a ᾿ 
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ΕΝ may wisit the children and the one day a month when he may take 

.& week “between 10:00 and 19:00 hours; he may take them out once a 
“Month. and will return them to the mother's address before 19:00. 

“10,000 pesos MN, in advance, por month beginnirg with the month 

children any money at all. 

of this agreement, 

catty Ξ 70 lteter 285000 

. - 8 March 1970 

τς, The following proposals were made to GERYDE on 4 Warch 1970 (Monday) by LIE.PTY-19's lawyer,[ through a mutual 
friend, Licenciado Carlos Heyn, to wit: 

TERNS under which the problen of [LIEWPTY-19] and [Raymond H. 
GERENDE] could be solved, | — 

εν 1. The right (patria potestad) to the ‘uinors would: be kept. 
by. both the mother and father, — τὰν 

τ @..-The guardianship and custody of the four children is 
entrusted to the mother, © The father may visit the children once 

3. The father is obliged to pay the mother the sum of 

of Novenber 1969, since which time he has not given the mother or 

__-4. This agreement’ will be raised to the level of a formal 
public writ the day it is signed by both parties, 

5. Both spouses agree to divorce voluntarily under the terns 

oe θυ; Upon termination ‘of the divorce procedure, by mutual ; consent, both parties will desist from the civil. and penal: actions ; _that‘either might have initiated against the other, : 

7. Both spouses are obliged to attend ‘punctually the meetings . that the legal procedure establishes as well as grant the guarantees demanded by the Public Ministry and acting Judge for the approval of this agreement and granting of the divorce, ᾿ 

8. In order that the father may visit his children and take them out, the mother is obliged to give notice of every change ΟΊ. 
᾿ς address, 

9, With the exception of the one day a week that the father - 
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decision both will submit, 

ROR ἀ κῆκοωΣς 

cnom out, the father contracts the oblization of absolutely abstaining from calling on the mother's address, so that she may carry on her life freely without neglecting her children, 

10, While the voluntary divorce is being processed, the mother and children will live at os , and, as above stated, to satisfy their necds, the gather will neke the first monthly paynent of $10,000, 

τς il, Weither the father nor the mother may take the children out of territory without the authorization of the other, 

12, Since GEREIDE owes. the Parents of LIEMPTY-19 the sum of $286,500 plus agreed-on interest, minus whatever paynents he has — been able to make, the said GERENDE 1s obliged -to nortgaze the house at 33 Ladera, Lomas de Bezares in this city, precisely during tho course of the divorce procedure by mutual consent as established. in the antecedent clauses and before the divorce is Granted so that LIEMPTY-~19's parents are reimbursed.on their loan or on the outa standing unpaid balance, ἐν ν 

: . 13, The expenses of making this ‘agreement a formal writ as well as the fees of | Will be paid by GERENDE but these willbe fixed in an uitabic manner by Carlos Heyn to whose 

τ Χά, In case of failure to comply with any of the clauses of this agreenent at any tine or for just one time, either by GERENDE ‘or LIEMPTY-19, both agree to expressly establish the following Sanctions and terms: 

15. If GERENDE is the one who violates any clause just one time, he will forfeit the house at Ladera 39 to the mother and children, "LIZEPTy-19, Adriana Julictte, Christopher Ramon, Maria . Madeleine, and Laurence Fernando, and said property will belong to the above: nentioned persons, _ me a 

16. If LIEMPTY-19 is the one who violates the terns of this agreement for just one itme, she will lose the custody of children ‘in favor of the father or whatever person he designates for the - ° - Guardianship and custody of the minors, 

ες Δ, Since LIEMPTY-19 has to establish an appropriate place to live, in the company of her four children, both parties agree that the household effects will be turned over by GERENDE, to ak LYEMPTY-19 for that purpose, as well as. the automobile she has been. using throughout the marriage, au 
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NOTE: GERENDE's lawyer advise? hin not to make a counter proposal, 
His comments. on the above terms are ἢ fcllore {heysa ts above): 

1, OK 

2, Visitation rights everyday at any time; he may take them. 
“Out overnight once per week, 

“΄ 

3. Will pay 5000 pesos per nonth, to begin with date of 

4, OK 

5. OK, assuming that agreement is reached on terms” 

6. OK | ; 
q. OK ἜΝ τ - ee »Ἔ 

8. ΟΚ᾽ ᾿ 
8. Revise ἴο agree with GERENDE's version of paragraph 2 

~ "Jo. OK, except payment is to be 5000 pesos. 

A, OK * . 
: .λῶ, Ho. -GERENDE prefers to continue paying off under the 
terms of the loan agreement with LIEMPTY-19's father, Later, if - &. mortgage can be obtained at an acceptable interest, GERINDE 
might consider this. ; 

13, No, GERENDE and LIELPTY-19 will cach pay their own 
' dayyers, 

14. ‘See below 
- 
4 

15, Not acceptable — . s 
16. Not acceptable (in context of paragraphs 14, 15, and 16) 

17. “888 may receive household effects, but not the car, 
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purty: FOR MONTH OF DECEMBER, FERSONAL PROBLEM MENTIONED REF A AND : i SPELLED out r# GREATER DETAIL REF B 15 DIVORCE acTION INSTITUTED BY 7 ncdel a WIFE, WHO CLAIMING MERTAL CRUELTY AUD PHYSICAL ABUSE, GERENDE WARNED ““- ΒΥ STATION HE OBLIGATED TO HANDLE SITUATION I! MANNER BEST CALCULATED | AVOID EXPOSURE HIS RVROCK CORNECTIONS, WIFE PROMISED STATION HER PS Lc COOPERATICY THIS RESPECT AS Has GERENDE, BUT SITUATION WORSENING DAILY, MAINLY: ‘DUE BATTLE OVER EVENTUAL CUSTODY CF CHILDREN, Lge St i ὃς AS GERENG E COMPLETELY PREOCCUPIED BY. THIS PROBLEM, TO DETRIMENT τς HIS: ops: activities hes ἘΥΕΤΗΟΟΣ REGARD: aa ἱ ῬΟΒΒΊΒΙΕ ‘SECURITY eS ea es 
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. TG 
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SECURITY OF ops, ὁ - ΤΌΣ Secs υ. 
οἰ STATION ROT SANGUINE. GERENDE | CAN CHANGE ATTITUDE SUFFICIENTLY oe tet τὸ SALVAGE SITUATION, 8 BELIEVE TERHINATION PRICR To END FY 78 ) Dist Incr eee 
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ΠΑ ἦν AS DISCUSSED witx[____ }@énewe>currewty “On 
TRIAL” TO DETERMINE IF HE ABLE AND WILLING ASSUME ADDITIONAL | 
“RESPONSIBILITIES AND EARN RETIREMENT BENEFITS WHICH STATION WILL 

RECOMMEND IF HIS PERFORMANCE WARRANTS, GERENDE RESPONDING VELL 
‘TO CHALLENGE BUT HE NOV IWVOLVED IN PERSONAL PROBLEMS WHICH MAY 
“AFFECT HIS FUTURE WITH RVROCK, WILL ADVISE AS SOON AS STATUS. ὁ 
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“Chief, ΝῊ Division - KX ng Bite ᾿ 

BETO bie τ. etry [11] ὧν 

ACTION REQUIRED: For Your Information 

REFERENCE 5 HMMA-37623,, 4 August 1969 (Last Progress Report) 

1. Although this report might normally be submitted one month 
from-now,- the use. of.-Oliver G,. SCANTLING. kas shifted sufficiently 
to warrant a’special report at this time. Our next progress report 

-will be submitted for the period 1 October through 31 December un- 

less exceptional circumstances justify another change. 

2. Tho fundamental change in the use of SCANTLING (who has 
suifered the past six weeks from paratyphoid) is that he. has been 
divorced from routine cut-out operations and will henceforth be 
used for priority tasks and targets which will better utilize his 
proven talents. First, in late September ZARBOCK took over LICASA-1 
for direct handling. The LICASA operation offered no particulir 
challenge to SCANTLING and it is doubtful that his intermediary role 
offered any particular additional security in this case. In fact, 
if a flap should ever: develop in this case SCANTLING would just add 
one more local who would have to ba extricated. from the tongs of the 
GON. Second, it has been decided that SCANTLING will very. soon turn 
LIANVIL~1 over to Raymond GERENDE. The details are presently being 

------ὔὐὖῷὸ,»Νθ 
, worked out. ey 

3. PLANS: In line with our decision to use SCANTLING for re- 
,eruitment efforts principally (and less so for routine agent handling) 
3 he is presently preparing for a recruitment attempt against Subject ‘of 
<__—— — ts02. When that operation is completed he will be tar- 

geted againstthe MIHARSK target both through a commercial outlet of 
the Bloc and through various clubs and sports centers where he may 
have access to MHHARSI] types. Aside from these responsibilities, he 
will be used. as needed in other recruitmert situations especially. in. 

ἜΒΒΕΟΣΣ of a new surveillance team, 

oF Bats const Kater 
Ce FAILS Oe as yee 3 Cre? 

‘Distribution: . 
Orig &“2j~ Chief, WHD - (τὶ . 

re A Pye Sire οτος 

GROSS REFERENCE 12 sage FP RSPAIH τ ΕΓ 
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HMMA~37912 .: = 7 October 1969 
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SECRET | 80-6-280.8. 
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SECRET 

sora Feats iMr. Raymond H, Gerende 

pia draliors Dear Mr, Gerende: 

i Reference is made to your contract with the United States Government, . 
[88 represented by the Contracting Officer, effective 1 October 1955, as amende 
ΙΝ oe : 
fi Effective 1 October 1969, said contract is extended for a period of one 
year and is amended by increasing your basic rate of compensation to $7, 000 

All other terms and conditions of: the contract, as amended, remain in 
fall force and effect, ; 

UNITED STATES GOVERNME 

in 

2 dale ot etaie cabbies tate we 
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SECRET 
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2, REVIEWING FEASIBILITY OF SULP-PARTICIPATING COMMERCIAL 

| ARIUENE τι 1 MERIDA 109/sESTONATIOY PROVISION, WILL ADVISE, — . 

τ END OF ΜΕΒΒΛΟΒ 

“WE Coment: Ref attached. 
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7 fe . PLS. ADVISE, STATUS REF AME NDMESTS .TO RAYMOND He. GERENDE 

; CONTRACT. - GERENDE RETURNING FROM ANSUAL LEAVE 8 SEPTEMBER AND STATION 

ΕΣ USE INCREASED BENEFITS INVOLVED AS PEG TO DISCUSS AND 

| -"- FUTURE PERFORMANCE. 

Noa, rive 201-119523. a | 
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δ. ΣῈ is requcsted that tho contract for Raymond H. GEREIDS, 
tmicpentent Contractay be antvied effective 1 October 1969 to 

, ,Gxtenk the tem: for an additional yoar and to incresse compeasse 
οὐ ‘t$on from $6,500. τὸ $7,000. per anmm. 

2. ° She Hoxdeo Station recommendation, concurred with by 
“ED, wus based on GIEENDE's taitiative overall parfommance, end 
éoumrtented capability te perform asaignal duties. 

Seating Chief 5 
Gentern Hentaghere Division 

τον βεγοαιιοοίἑἑἐἑ ἑ  ὀ ἠ ὠ Ἴ[(8 suty 1965) 
Distributions | orig δὰ - Addressee 
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- fe CONCUR SALARY INCREASE FOR GERENDE BUT WOULD PREFER ‘IT 

"..BE MADE EFFECTIVE ON CONTRACT ANNIVERSARY DATE, 1 OCTOBER 69; 

ἐδ. FILES 201-119523. " 
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mre REF: DOA 36312 

"Wy HQS REQUESTING AMENDMENT RAYHOND H, GERENDE'S: CONTRACT 

“8 

A 
᾽ν 

8 
3 

Ss “AS PROPOSED BY STATION PARA 4 REF, 

Ap ᾿ ἴσον “IN PARA 2 REF STATION NOTED "MORE THAN ‘SATISFY IED WITH 

GERENDE'S. PERFORMANCE AND ANXIOUS TAKE ADVANTAGE FULL POTENTIAL." 

IN: LIGHT ABOVE, AND SINCE GERENDE'S LAST SALARY INCREASE WAS 

© grante JULY 1965, HQS. SUGGESTS A SALARY INCREASE FOR GERENDE 3 

FROM $6,500 TO $7,000 PER ANNUM EFFECTIVE 1 AUG ἴδε: SUBJECT το 

STATION'S CONCURRENCE, PLS ADVISE, 

"3, . PILE: 201-119523. Rr eee eee 

τς END OF MESSAGE 
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ROUTING AND RECORD SHEET 

ΕΊ SECRET. 

14 July 1969. 
TO: {(Ofcer desi a gration, room avmber, ond - : 
building) : ᾿ COMMENTS (ρέαδον each commen? ts show from whom 

te whom. Drow ὁ line ecrost column efter each comment.) - 

AC/WH/1 
2. 

pu. rg ae ; ΞΕ ͵ 2 

τς . WH/Contracts ne ΝΗ ́ ag Comme ta ae FOE 

GO Isley chien tpietess 

LAAG OEE P* pig Pparne 42 
Afar 0 BE, | Sp Dre? okt 

fee wes og σΖωὥ»οων Benet 

of ore cal σεν» Σὡ Aire 

TLE EO) ee ere 
of GOTE of 00 CLL A τε vt -- 

Sort rere Gal συ» σι MMe Ine. 4 

Aad bead lf «Ὁ ΚΦ ΞΞΞΣ : 

ἐπ: Pade ὃ Ξε». 

§ to Jr 

Thoroughly reviewed the file, 
talked to WH/I, believe the 
proposed contract amendments: 
are proper (and perhaps over 
due), “RECOMHEND APPROVAL. 

(Once this is done, I have 
suggested that the Branch should 
go out to the field and discuss 
salary adjustment as well as 
appropriateness of an annuity 
arrangementesas well as closer 
operational supervision and 
additional tasking). — 

πες 15 foly 1969 

SIFIED 
Sie 



14 July 1969 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Executive Officer, Western Hemisphere 
Division 

VIA : WH/FI - 
WH/CONTRACTS 

SUBJECT : Recommendation to Amend the Contract of 
Raymond H. GERENDE (Contract Agent) to 
Include Improved Termination Benefits: 
and a Salary Increase , 

- 1. During the past year! csanenatasl station has 
submitted several dispatches recommen ng that. paragraph 
11 of Subject’s contract be amended to include new. benefits 
in the event of Subject's termination and/or resignation 
from. Agency service. These Station recommendations have 

_ been carefully reviewed by C/WH/Contracts and a Memorandum 
was forwarded to C/WH/1 containing guidance on the suggested 

'contract amendment, 

: The above. information has been reviewed again by 

= 

_ AC/WH/1,. and we are requesting approval tor the following: 
‘amendments to paragraph 11 of Subject's contract: 

“AY Im the event of GERENDE's termination by the 
~ Agency he will receive three month's pay plus one 

“> month's pay for every full year of service since 
' 18 March 1955, calculated at the rate applicable at 
‘the time of termination. © πο : 

-B) In the event of resignation and/or. voluntary - 
᾿ retirement upon 60 days notice the following schedule 
would be acceptable to the Agency as being in its best 
interests and a payment considered as a terminal payment _ 
as follows: 

~ 1970) 20 days pay for each full year of service. 

ose» (2) Over 15 years: service, but less. than 20 
'.. years service (prior 18 March 1975) three months 
ae Salary plus 20 days pay for ‘each full year of service, | 

(1) Less than 15 years service (prior to March | 



(3) Over 20 years service, three months 
salary plus one month's pay for each full year 
of service. , ; Ἶ 

᾿ (4) All payments above are to be calculated -at the rate of pay applicable at the time οὗ D 

retirement and/or resignation, 

3. As to the points raised by WH/Contracts in their 
Memorandum concerning this amendment we would like to note 
the following: are 

‘and/o 
provi 
must 

A). GERENDE errr working for the Agency since 18 Marcn under an MOC, who considers 
himself to be a "career" employee of the Agency, and 
whose initial local employment for : 
largely notional under a system of 
GERENDE received no income or bene ts from this "cover" 
position which terminated due to the demise of the . 
company on 31 December 1967. GERENDE's other “cover" 
is self generated in that he gives English lessons in 
his spare time to middle management 
employed by American owned companies” 
His income benefits from this "cover' are minimal, but 
suffice for satisfying acquaintances as to the source 
of his income. In. conclusion, GERENDE 15 considered by 
the Station to be a full time contract agent, on call 
at all times for operational activity. Any other local 
benefits which may accrue to him by the virtue of. his’ 
being should not, we feel, be a concern 
of thi € above circumstances of his employ- 
ment with us. 

4- This Branch is of the belief that the resignation 
r retirement schedule outlined in Paragraph 2, B above 
des career benefits for GERENDE in the event that he . 
resign and/or retire in the event of unforseen personal 

Circumstances, It additionally rewards him for his loyalty. 
of se rvice, and at the same time provides him with incentive 

“ἕο remain in Agency service for the additional financial 
benefits that will accrue to him providing both future 
security and incentive. ς᾽ ὙΜῊΝ ᾿ 



pps aot ΕΣ ΕΣ 

5. During the past two years GERENDE has served. as 

ἃ principal agent handler fcr a sensitive fixed sur- τὶ 

veillance project; has carried out, unilateral recruitment : 

‘approaches against the Cuban target; has been used in . : 

special support investigations; and is presently being 

considered for use in special operations of a sensitive . 
-pature. .A review of the progress reports in GERENDE's _ 

operations discloses that the Station has been more than 
satisfied with GERENDE's performance and is anxious to 

take advantage of his full potential. GERENDE's last 

salary increase from $6,000 to $6,500 per. annum was granted : 

in July 1965, and there have been no increases since. ~. i 

ak ot Since the Field Station/Headquarters negotiation over. ἣν 

a i: amendment of paragraph 11 of GERENDE's contract has been. 
ἔπει οἷς. 2 Re, in progress for over one year and a half, we are of the . ᾿ 

ὡς bélief that thé Station wished to finalize this amendment . ἱ 

prior to requesting a salary increase for the agent. . It- 

is therefore requested, considering the above, that approval i 

be given for a salary increase from $6,500 to $7,000 ef- : 

fective 1 August 1969, and that his contract be so amended. 
The Field Station will be queried for their approval via 
cable prior to implementation of the contract amendment. 

ον αναν mes go aman Lae DAM aba me EY 

- Acting &hief, WH/1 "4 RS δεῖ is ᾿ 

, i 

oe oe 
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af C Ravrond H, GERENDe's Cover Status 
ACTON REGUIRED - REERLHCES 

ὌΝ ἊΝ 7 ᾿ ; alin, ἷ 7 i ees ᾿Ξ Aaa, 

ἢ ἢ ς PAT ζ Τ - γτ- PNT ; PROCESScWS ACTION 

Be , SECRET ΒΕΓ ΘΝ 
Chie? WH Division XX__ [wo pinixne, etauieio 

ONLY OLL.F ED O4SK 

CAM 3UDE BOONE 

cnet ot season | | Les 

1, In preparing ἃ recent request for an amendment to Raymond 
EH. GERENDY's contract, it occurred to us that it would probably be 
useful to bring Headquarters up-to-date on GERLNDE'S cover status. 
As a full-time contract agent, GERLNDN is on call at all times tor 
operational activity, His cover activity not only provides him wita 

the necessary flexibility, it is also solid enough to provide him 
with a plausible explanation of his existence and his income. 

2. GERENDE has two maior cover activities. One is the teaching 
ot English, mainly to middle-management personnel of American-owned Ὁ 
fLirnas in| | This ‘is done on a regular basis for a few 2585 

"ἰΟΉΤῊς His second cover activity, and-one which is largely a 
cand not really activity, 15 working as a salesman for IDEN At 
δ ΘΕ ΒΑΛΕ earns only about 500 pesos per month from this, but this tact 

iS a closely guarded secret. GEREKDK's acquaintances assume -that a 
wood part of his income comes from this cover, Previously, GERENDE 
had been able to arene”: a total income of about 8000 pesos per month, 
ostensibly from IDEN B Ν 5, %IDSN Β was owned by LISTERINE, and for years 

“he -had Carried GERENDE on his payroll as an independent salesman on 
commission, He would ostensibly pay GERENDE a certain azount of 
money, and IDEN B*s accountant would duly file income tax returns and 
social security based on this alleged payment. IDEN B would also 
pay whatever taxes were called for by the statements filed, This 

hours’ each day and earns GERENDE. an income of about 5000 ly a pover 
er 

GERENDE 

ἐν Attachment: 

‘IDENS u/s/c 

‘Distribution: | 
δ C/W2 w/att u/s/c 

0S cory 
ΒΈΡΑΙΟΙ SOME aX BUMS ᾿ CA ᾿ ᾿ . 

HMMA-~36320 _ 28 January 1969 

πα SECRET 
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system of | | | is quite common: in | | as everybody 
Gains: the company because its declared: profit is lower than it: 
really 15 and, therefore, subject to less tax, and the individual 

' because he is ordinarily given a kickback for ailowing his name to 
be used (or in GERENDE's case, because it. provided cover). 

3, .All this ended on 31 December 1967, when LISTERINE sold 
IDEN B to IDEN A. For a while thereafter, GERENDE paid taxes oaly. 
on the money he actually earned with IDEN A, which was, as stated, 
about 500 pesos per month. AS of 1 July 1968, however, LISTERINE 
arranged, at GERENDE'’s request, to have his accountant (who continued 
to handle GERENDE's taxes as a favor to LISTERINE) to lump together 
@il of GERENDE’s earnings (from teaching as well as IDEN A) as 
“professional earnings" and to file returns for: GERENDE which included 
the total amount. This is not quite as satisfactory as the old 
arrangement (among other things GERENDE must now pay his own taxes) 
but for cover purposes it is entirely adequate. Other than LISTERINE 
and the accountant, no one knows that GERENDE's ostensible earnings 
have dropped, and, as far as we know, LISTERINE is the. only person 
who ig aware of GERENDE’s tie with WOFIRM. 

CLASSIFICATION: 

ΕἾ απ tere ‘3 Ec εἰ 4 τ τὰ 

γα 
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᾿ς however, that "evidence of outstanding performance" should be a 

ry ᾿ 
ws & εἰ 

References; ἃ, HMMT~8751, 20 February 1958 
Be. Hi¥iS-5971, 17 June. 1lyds 
C. HMMS-S090, 15 August 1968 
Ὦ, HMHT-9255, ὃ September 1908 

Ἷ 1, The Station has finally compiled the. information necessary 
to answer the questions raised in Retr ἢ and, in doing so, wishes to 
repeat the request originally made in Ret A ‘to’ anend Raymond Hi. 
GERENDE's contract to provide him with a certain amount or job security 

2, First, Ref B raised the point that there had been no efficiendy reports written on GERENDE or “evidence of outstanding periormance," 
‘GERENDE's performance has been evaluated regularly within the context 
‘of the regular LIEPTY Project progress reports, and a review of the 

' past several reports will demonstrate that the Station has been more 
than satisfied with GERENDS's performance and is anxious to take advantage ot his full potential, The Station does not believe,. 

prerequisite for the type of contract anandment being requested... It is perfectly true, as pointed out in Ref B, that the Station had gone 
on record in 1959 that GERENDE should not be paid a termination 
bonus if he should resigu simply to ret the extra money or to pursue another carecr., By now, however, GERENDE has cast his lot with 
WOF IRM, | He really has no other career, and to try to start one at this point would be extremely difficult: On- the other hand, if he 
should decide to try his hand at something else, the Station would 

Digtribution; _e _ Bee το a ὺ " 
C/WH . ἌΡΙΣΤΑ ee ἣν , tae 1 ; se A εχρκοθ tesa satecuatis : 

᾿ . sergaccg aad 

CASHRCAnOS 

eat SECRET 

Pay ee tee te cape nan eee nee 

᾿ Pee or GA ie 3 * ἃ, ᾿ Pte ΣΤῊΝ ἄπνοα τυ BaF ee ἡ ον z t ΠΝ 
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Saagubeeuay wish to reward his long years of loyal service with a 
generous ternination payment. He has earned it, asd only terminatioo 
for cause per persereph 10 (0) of his conisuct would prevent him 

from receiving it, 

3. law (it is the law, not custom) says that:.an enployee 
who is fired nust be paid three nonths" Salary plus twenty days' 
Salary for each full year employed by the company at the pay rate 
existing at the time of separation, .GERENDE'S current cover. company 
adheres to this formula, Since GEREND:i's termination clause has- 
always read that he would be paid a full month's salary for. every 
year of service (in the event of his termination oz WOFIRM), we would 
not want to change that ct we wish to acd to it the three 
nonths' pay guaranteed apnea fs At the saze time, we do see 
some virtue in the suggestion in paragraph 3 of Ref B that full 
retirement benefits (in the event of GERENDE's resignation) would 

apply only aiter 20 years' service, with lesser -cnefits until then, 
Our suggestion would be that in the event of his resignation prior to 
15 full years of service (i.e. prior to 18 March 157U) he be paid 
twenty days‘ salary tor each £ull year, that aiter 15 years but prior 
to 20 he be paid this amount plus three full months’ salary, and that 
aiter 20 years he be paid three months' salary plus ths’ salary 
fur every iull year, It is true, of course, that aw does 
not make any provision for payment of a termination bonus to an 

. employee who resigns, but most enlightened companies have some sort 
of retirement program, and, as Ref B correctly points out, “working 
for WOFIRM is a very special case and deserves exceptional Financial 
consideration." In the case of GERENDE, we are not attempting to 
establish any pattern. This is a special case (as are most) and the 

Station:merely wishes to insure that GERENDE, who has made WOYIRM a 
career without: receiving any career benefits in return, is rewarded. 
for his loyalty and is given some incentive for the future, GERENDE 
is not without his faults, and he is being adequately compensated for 
the work he performs, but we cannot expect to get nore out of him 
.without showing him greater respect, 

I 

4, The Station requests, therefore, that the following Amendment 
be made in paragraph 11 of GERENDE's contract: 

Β. In;the event of GERENDE's termination by WOFIRM, he will 
receive three months' pay plus. one month's pay for every full 
year. of.service since 18 March 1955, calculated at the rate 
applicable at the time of termination, 

Ὁ. GERENDE's resignation upon 60 days’ notice will be 
. accepted by WOFIRM as being in its best interest, and GERENDE- 
‘will be eligible for terminai payment according to the Following 
. formula: Prior to 18 March 1970, GERENDE will receive 20 days" 
pay for every full year of service Since 18 March 1955; after 18 
March 1970 but prior to 18 March 1975, GEREND2 will receive 
three months! pay plus 20 days for every full year since 18 
March 1955; Giter 18 March 1976 GERENDE will receive three months’ 
pay plus one month for every full year of service since 18.March 
1955. All payments are to be calculated at the rate applicable 
at the time of resignation. 

. ὃ, Pareerert 10 (b) will, of course, remain in force. 

6. Ref D asked that GERENDE's contract be extended for another 
year ‘without change, We assume that this has been sone, although we 
have not been notified. ae 

eS copy 
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UNDER SEPARATE COVER ATTACHMENT TO HMMA-36320, 28 JANUARY 1969 
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LIENPTY Proyrese Report, 1 July through Sl Uecenber 1998 
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Aes RNS RAKES ν : 
Reference; WOA-350G0, 22 July 196s 

ἀεποζθεφΡ wee 9 wl 

1, There have been no basic changes ; in the operation of the 
project during the reporting period. Rayword MH, GERD: continues 
a6 principal-agent, handling the personnel ei the two base hous ses, 
LILYRIC and LECALLA, and periorsing other edditional tasks. Gn 
27 Pecember G68, consistent with our efiort to get as much οἵ the support activity. “aS poSSible handled by outside orficers, direct 

“agent-handling responsibility vor GUREND: “CY project was turned over to renains 
as altexnate and a 

oer 

sey 

ie 

. & Until the introduction el there was no chanze in 
the meeting arrangements with Οὔσης eetings were held on an average of three times per week until October, when LIFUPTY-)]9 
(GERENDE's wife) was relicved of the respoasibility of transcribing a the Spanish-languape portions of LIENVUY ceverave of the ΒΟῸΣ 

f' installation, Thereaster neetings averaged twice per weck, the. main 
t 

i business being tho transfer of LIEMPTY base house material and $ 

4 
discussion of base house business, 

fee Re va: niet τὰ 23" ; ἐς ε ἡ ̓  fe ἐς το 
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DISPATCH S¥az200 AND RUMBER OAIE 

HAMA-35272 22 January 1969 
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3. ΕἸ ΗΕ ancet hendliag He ab arr within tee 
wroject remain ag, nureviousiy ΠΈΡΑ δε ὁ te πὰ pe landicd 
until the latter's termination iin Vo Geveloped a goad 
relationship with i : he is suite capable, 
with proper case olsicer puieanes, yo useful service to 
‘the Station in the handlisic.os aycute beyond the fupport typ: to 
which he pad ween linited in the past. The Station. intends to ¢ ery 
te expand this rele, with due repard fer security and for GHNenDals 
limited experience, Furthermore, the Etation still bos every 
intention of using 121 selectively in cultivation and development 
of operational leads, as outlined in reference, Ho such lends were 
found for GERUNDS during the reporting period (anong other reasons, 
we have no intention of @wivirng GERLE OS a lead simply for the cake of 
giving him sonething to do), put as soon ay a Suitable icid is 
uncovercd, it will be passed tu σ᾿ δὴν 

é, GSRENDH was particularly useful. during the Clympic period. 
-While ne did not get a job with the Clynpic Conmittec as he had 
hoped, his wife was employed as a translator by the Eurocean televisiei 
networks who had come te cover the gares, This, plus other personal 
contacts, gave GuPiunNbl a certain auneount of necess to Olyapic dgaciliticy, 
Both GeeVIADS and his wife helped considerably in the distribution of 
AMEGCGHEAD materi: al, ΤΩΣ perforned a number of miscellancous 
tasks assisting the otation in various Ulympic res sponsibilitics, 

ὃς ἘΌΝ has also been used ‘in support of JNAOD operations, 
such as aking mail pickeups and dclivering material and making phone . 
calls to ANBASSCON. Following the WYarsav Pact Powers' invasion of 
Czechoslovakia, GERENDE was asked to covey a demonstration in front 
of the Soviet Lnbassy, und he vrote a good report which was used in 
bnbassy briefings, Recently, GERMS has enrolled at tie 
niversity of the Americas to work for an M.A, in contemporary 

history, The Station will explore the possibility of his 
ng zccess to persons or inJornation of interest on the University 

CAMPUS. 

LICALLA 

6. LIEMPTY-9's work (in the LICALLA base house) was inhibited 
in July due to the construction of a maid's room near his oe i 
quarters, During the reporting period, however, he took ea tetal cf 
2,217 operational photus, His regular reporting and Ee 

continued as in. the past. LIEMPTY-¥ is a steady and dependable ver-~ 
former, and his unique vantage point remains the source of the mest 
‘interesting and revealing photos as wert as often very informative 
reporting. ¢ 

7. LIEMPYY-13, -14, -26, and. -27 have been able to keep the a 
LILYRIC base house manned on a regular basis frem 0500 to 18600 hours 
weekdays and 0400 to 1500 hours on Saturdays, with other hours cover 
able upon request, This has proven to be a far better Ὁ arrangement 
than depending on LINIT=D for some of this coverage, In. addition to” 
‘the 6,763 operational photos taken during the reportins period and the 
@aily fixed surveillance reports, LILYRIC reporting is of considerable 
help in compiling current vehicle and license plates lists, PCS arrivals 
and departures, unusual activities such as demonstrations or. protests, 

‘unusual or lengthy absences of personnel, etc., all of which have 
obvious ΟἹ importance, It was LILYRIC photos Bat ans it: possible 

' for LNERGO to identify the Subject of 201-5415 who had been in 
clandestine contact with AEGRIP officers. Teme also reported on F 
a half dezen-other American (or Americ2n appearing). visitors, soue of | | 
whom it vas. possible to identify throvgh tracing license plates. 

GLASS MATION 

oSECRET 
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LISITD 

8. AS reported in Ref, LIAIPTY-G has been terninated and the 

LINIGED base house closed, "ADL equipment. his been turnes in, anc it 

ean truthiuily be snid that due to the εὐπε ἐμ Τῆς; quality periorance 

of LICALLA ard LILYSIC, LIMIT:D bas not been mnissec at all. ᾿ . 

. 

PHOTO LAB 

9, LYPTY-4 continues to process all photos uade by the hase 
housce, In eddition, 101 enlartements vere mace during the 

reporting period, and 210 prints for LIENTRAD, The quality of 

LIEMPTY-4's. work is food, and he rarely misses his routine derdlines. 

Ce asSis RATION 

τ YSE PREWOUS COTNOM, ὁ 
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(When Filled In) NS 

_ MEMORANDUM FOR : _ Office of Finance 

FROM ἢ Contract Personnel Division 

SUBJECT : Contract Extension for | 

1, Effective __! October 1968. 7 me Contract {as amended) er es th 
‘for the subject individual, etfective a Qctobor 1955_ is extended 

“for 3 a a period of one e ἢ) yea ; 

2. All other: terms Te conditions of the contract (as amended) 
me oy sete mae 

ΕΝ in fall force and efteet: 

t ὁ Nope 
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Catot WE Division “ Ξ [eo moness serous 

eee | ad eas .__Gatet of Station | 
JROD/Jorgo Prancisco TIMOSSI Corban’ 

. ketioa Required: FYI 

LIENVOYT of 24 October 1968 reported that Subject was 
eoutacted by Felix LUNA Nederos, First Secretary and suspect 
Yeplecement for Reynaldo CYPEDA Hernandez, who is believed 
to be the equivalest of the Cuban COS. TIEOSSI and LUMA 
agrosd to τοῦ that afternoon at the mabagsy to take care 
of tho matter which was pending between thes. It is not kacwn 
4f tafe might poasibly concern the naterial poneee to ν ὁ τι  Ἐ}} 
by" GERENDE. » 

Distributioa: 
. Grig & 2 - ΟΛΠῚΡ 

Spear [aS 

= 
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SECRET . : 

S/C Attachment £7 to ΗἩν91-9317 : 
dated 23 September .1968 4 

i 

"Jorge MARTINEZ Dur4n: , ἅν αν ΓΕ 

1 
ἑ 
ἢ ‘ 

‘Department of -Defeuse Advisory Council 
_ Army Liaison Staff 

oo pes Dotument αὶ Ὁ GERende. 

δ σεν τονα δα σῶν ὡς κὐσδι a nein μας Oh gE em el Mtn ee he ot ene 

"SECRE τ 



SECRET. ᾿ 
ἢ τῶ 7 ee ὅτ: — * * 201 file 

16 September 1968 

MEMORANDUM FOR: WH/Contracts 

SUBJECT τος Renewal of Contract of Raymond Η. 
GERENDE (P) 

Will you please arrange to have the contract of 

Raymond ἢ. GERENDE extended for one year on the present 

basis. but with one amendment, nanely, provision of a 

termination or resignation bonus of 3 months’ salary 

plus one-nonth's-sa lary-for-each-year-worked. His 

present sontract expires on 30 September 1968, He has 

vorked faithfully for the station since 1955 and de- 

finitely fatends to make ἃ career of his association 

with the[ station. 

iy. 
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MAnvED Το πεδεχανῦ 

WO EDL QUIRED 

OMaY ΟυΑ 1:0 DISK 
CAM ἈΙΌΟΣ ΕΜ ὁ 

ΓΙ ΣΤ 

AC Te ἐτοσιοῖο - REF EE RCTS 

REFERENCE: 90, 19 August 1968 

Please extend GRUENDE'’s contract, without amendments, for 
one year, We kad hoped to have ansvers to ΒΗ. 0971 prepared 
im time to have amendments included in the annual extension, 
but GERENDE's “cover compasy" has recently undergons ἃ change 
ef management, and we have been waiting for GERENDE to provide 
us: with & ‘written atatement of his current cover status, as voll 
88 & statement of tha retirement rights and benefits provided 
legitimate eaployees of the cover conpany. Our intention is te 
have GERERDE's contract provide, in so far as possible, termle 
nation benefits equivalent te those granted by hic cover. 4 
ceapany te a normal employes. As secon as this information is °‘ | 
available, a comprehensive reply te 0-597] will be pouched. 

tof id 

2012119523 
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σβιοῦ, Sestcra Hewisphere Pivistoa be eee 

ΟΕ 9 Contract 

Are digvein συμ δικιενος 

Paferenee: NYHA 164657 of 12 Jane 1963 

GEREEDE'o costract expires oa 20 Septenber 1968, ae ve 

would appreciate receiving a reply to refereace vell before 

that’ tine. 

i , 

πῆι a ὡρσώ............... ὃ ῦϑ..-.ν. ςς.͵. .͵.Ο.ς». ...»ϑ.....ς...ς-ς..--.-.--... 
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Chief, WH 

, Chief SB 
OWL QUALIFIED DESK 

᾿ Ld 

Chief of Station, 

wat LIEMPTY: Progress Report, 1 November 1967 through 
2 50 June_1968 ὁὁὌὁ᾽ὁὅΦΣ ᾿ ὧν. : 

car mequitiy ἘΠ RAS ; ἢ io ea 

ACTION REQUIRED: FYI __% : | | | 

REFERENCE : HMMA~33459, 8 November 1967 . As 

Sunary 

1. During the reporting period, the project's principal. ; τὸ 

agent, Raymond H. GERENDE, was assigned additional tasks, aimed ) 

at broadening his usefulness to the Station. These tasks. 7 i 

“included spotting and. assessment as well as the handling of a τ 

recruited arent, ERFAIN-3,%°GERENDE did well, and it is believed oe 

that a new. dimension has been opened for him, and by the Sane. oS 

token, the Station has, in effect, gained a new asset. The ᾿ 

LIEMPTY base houses continued to produce at their usual χαΐθ᾽ ᾿ 

and with their usual effective support to Station REDTOP oper= x 

ations, The LIMITED Base House and its operator, LIEMPTY=6, πτ | ‘ 

were terminated on 31 May 1968. Termination was decided upon . 

‘partly to save money and partly because advancing age had measure 

ably decreased the reliability and cffectiveness of LIEMPTY=-6's . et 

. work, LIEMPTY~26 was rehired, which permitted the LILYRIC. Base ᾿ oe δι: 

_ House to give us the same total hours of coverage as LILYRIC iG Υ 

and LIMITED had together in the past. . , ᾿ ates 

. , | oo deceee continued 
, 4 tj ̓ 

θπρτειμαειοος : an cae ma δι a 
- C/WH ; . A Mes Ι: 

2 C/SB ace-SBfo/wrn ra he 

ecto vi He 
ae | ( 

. 
τ 

β tea 
: : ι: 

eS cory ὦ 

CSD MEFERENCE OO : FORT SURG AMD CUE τ ᾿ DATE ὩΣ 

HMMA-35080 ae 

Ce : HGS PRE πα, 5 

BS ECRET : 50-6=74/3 

νος 2 Oe ioe τς aed te ee ee eee 

Ths Sane qual igh Hat, ei tocminoded - ace. 
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GERENDE 

-2.° During the reporting period, tne case officer. has been 

meeting GERENDE an average of three times per week. Meetings 

are usually pre-arranged, at various sites and times. Meetings 

average 20 to 30 minutes... GERENDE turns over to the case 

; officer nermatives, prints, logs, and other reports which he. has 

picked. up from the base houses Since the previous meeting, - 

alonyz with brief contact reports on his meetings with base 

house representatives, Reports on other operational activities 

are also turned in and discussed, and GERENDE is given instruc- 

tions, notes: for the base houses, and negatives for any enlarge= 

ments which may be desired by the Station. Also, LIENVOY tapes ‘ i 

and transcripts are exchanged at each meeting, (The departure fed 

of. LIACUTE-l at the end of April 1968 left the Station without a 

BEDOX transcriber, As a temporary solution, pending the return 

of LIACUTE-1 or the recruitment of another BEDOX transcriber, - 

GERENDE's wife, LIEMPTY-19, has been hired at the rate of 31,50 

- pesos per hour to transcribe the Spanish language portions of the 

tapes, 

tapes.) 

3. GERENDE has the direct agent-handling responsibility for | 

the following LIEMPTY agents: . LIEWPTY=4 (photo-processor; met 

twice per week); LIEMPTY-G (LIMITED; met once per-week. until 

termination); LIEUPTYs 13, 14, 26, and 27 (LILYRIC; LIEMPTY-13 
normally met twice per week -- in his absence LIEMPTY+27 makes 

meetings); and LIEMPTY-9 (LICALLA; met twice per week). . Ho is. 

She does the work in her home, and GERENDE transports μθ΄. 

‘yesponsible for directing their work, paying them, and handling 

all of the administrative problems which may develop.. To judge 

from the results, GERENDE has excellent rapport with these agents 

and is able to get a consistently high performance rate from . ; 

them “ὦ particularly LICALLA and LILYRIC personnel. He Pe ye 

VEL activity during the reporting period has been minimal, 

but we expect it to start picking up again. GERENDE has con-— i 

ducted a few discreet inquiries and investigations for us within 

._ As noted in reference, GERENDE was employed by the Ν i 
MHRAVEL committee, which we found.a useful side benefit, oe 

His ἢ 
Aly the 

an assignment which will keep him as close to the FJSTEAL 

delegation as possible, ᾿ ἌΣ aie εἶς 

5. Reference also pointed out that GERENDE had perforned oe 

nicely in the cultivation and development of an operational -— ae 

lead, and that the Station planned to give GERENDE more of the — Peete 

same, .Furthernore, GERENDE's standing assignments: (LIEMPTY. 

base houses, MHRAVEL activity, and occasional support 04 J}ROD ΕΞ Νον 

requirements) were not challenging enough or occupying enough - a an 

of GERENDE’s time. GERENDE is. rather firmly. committed to ΝΞ gt 

WOFIRM by virtue of the fact that he has worked for WOFIRM for 

over 13 years and has no other outside employment of any. 

consequence. By the same token, he was, through no fault of 

his own, doing less work for WOFIRM than at any time in-his 

career. GERENDE'S operational exposure through the years Δὰν 

dicta more ἢ ons On HiS activity, for sound ̓  ἾΣ 

security r s, The solution to GERENDE’S problem (lack of ; 
security reasons. ἢ ' 
a promising future) and the Station's (not getting: its money'S-  - fj. 

worth) seemed to be to give GERENDS additional tasks which he. 

could handle under suitable cover and with due regard to security 

precautions, Since most of GERENDS'S support activities had 

been against the FJSTEAL target, particular care would have to 

be taken in committing him further in this direction. It.was 

decided, therefore, that his principal retooling would be in 

a non-FJSTEAL field. . πόδας : ce 

awd 

carer 

the MHRAVEL complex, and wo have instructed him to try to get ae ee a ae 

Ί i ὃ be * 

us Deleon eee : an ᾿ 

ΟΝ , τι oa Σὲ ΑΕ ΣῊΝ ΡΤ τὴ ap ἐν es - : 
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; ἘΝ - : ᾧ CaASSiF ATION Ore OIL oe SYMBOL ARO BUMPER - ΄ ; CONTINUATION OF : ᾿ 
Ὀἰβάτοη _ SECRET HMBMA-35080 

δ, In line with the above reasoning, GERENDE was introduced 
to _____]on 17 February 1968, The idea was that. . 
GERENDE would be trained to assist n some of his ay 
operations against targets. GERENDE's principal 
duty thus far has b are over the handling of ERFAIN-3, . 
under close supervision and guidance, GERENDE has . 
performed quite creditably in this task. . He seens interested 
in the work and has learned quickly. On the other hand, an -- 
apparently ingrained habit of procrastination has resulted in 
dilatory reporting, If GERLNDE can overcome this (and both case 
officers are working hard to teach GERENDE the importance of 
prompt and complete reporting) there seems to be every reason 
to believe GERENDE will develop into a competent agent handler. 

Tien eeemmueerremermbaie κι Atm mma neem tthe κκέέλνοκε κεν φινο Fie ρον φοναρν, 

7. GERENDE was also given the task of locating and developing 
(in alias) a girl who, per LIENVOY, was being cultivated by 
AERODENT. Although GERENDE had to be continually reminded of the 
assignment, he did an excellent job of meeting the girl and 

. Gaining her confidence, It is quite likely that he cquld have 
recruited the girl as an access agent against AERODENT, but as 
this. point was reached another operation against AERODENT was | 
launched and it was not felt that attempting to recruit the girl 
would serve any useful purpose, for tho time being at - least 
(among other things, there was no indication that she had had 
any contact with AERODENT for some months). The only flaw in’ 
GERENDE’s performance was the time it took him to get around ἴο 
doing the job. It should be mentioned, however, that at the . 
same time GERENDE had a number of pressing personal-matters to 
attend to, including overseeing the completion of his new house, 
which he finally moved into on 10 March 1968, even though . 
construction is still not entirely completed, | 

8. Among other assignments completed by GERENDE in the 
reporting period were the renting of an apartment for use as a 
listening post; and initiating a relationship with a Russian 
translator working. for the MERAVEL committee, aE 
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. |KO ERS REQUIRED. Ὁ 

CMT OTAFED OSE Ss Ἔ 
ΟΜΝ BEAL BOLING ; wie eal Shae see a WRONG ᾿ 

Chief Western Braisphere Division . ἘΚΕῸΝ . 4 

_ Amendment. to GEREEDR' 8. Coptrect : 
action ἐξουμδεῦ. ἜΠΕΣΙΝ 

: Ἰ. 

i 
Reference: ΓΝ e751 ἯΙ 

; 

χ, «Before amending GERENDE’s contract in accordance vith 
reference, we vould like to clarify a few points about GERENDE 
886 about terminations and resignations in general. 

2. We assune fron the files that GERERDE' δ᾽ performance has 
-peen entirely satisfactory but since there are no efficiency re- 
ports or actual evidence of outstanding performance,. we would 

dike to have a statement from the station vhich would. justify. the 
requested anmendsent, Nine years ago the station ssid, in IDA. 
13571 that “station would not want to give GERENDE a teruinal. 
payment if he elects to resign just to receive some extra money 
er to pursue some other career.” That was a long time ago, how- 
ever, and thirteen years of loyal collzboration may very well | 
have changed your mind om this point. ' 

3. Reference says that GEREXDE bas no intention of resigning, 
and we hope this 15 true if you feel that he is still δῷ valuable 
ae he ever was. Assuming, however, for ἃ moment that he might 
have in the back of hig sind the idea of leaving in a few months 

-to take 8 more secure and productive job while the taking. ig good - 
do you feel that if he quits at his ovn convenience be ig entitled: 

ἕο the game benefits that would normally accrue to-him if he had 
worked longer and wag released at our conventerce? aAgsuming. ‘that 
he were to quit next week, would you atill vant to pay him the ὁ 

- proposed termination bonus? Or would you want to include in the 

tien 

1 <a) avanti shee hastens eermnatinn area tm arate sta Seecataett Aa eA tt) ΟΝ  eate thshegn ctiae meaatyenmmreonaaamatn enter etc ym eee eNO £8. 

.. continued 
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SBCRET ~~ | Htuy-16457 

eontract the proviso that full retirezent benefits (three sonths 
salary plus one sonth'’s salary ‘for each year worked) should apply 
after, say, twenty year's ‘service, eith REBBEE: benefits to apply 
betuces now and then? Ἢ 

ΕΑ} Could you. recapitulate tor’ ‘us the siive sting ———hew. 
or custos. (which ts £t?) on termination-at-the-conventence-of- ‘the= 
employer? & aurber of months ago you told us that it was three 
months pay. plus 20~-days-per-year-worked, but- the LIFIRE/4 and 5. 
ΜΟΟ 8 said tht “following local custos of termination subject only 
bas to be paid one month's salary for each year of epployment”. 
Your propused GEKENDE terminal payment formula, (which may be a 
special case rather than a pattern and ghich, 855 8 understand it, 
gakes no distinction between voluntary. resignation ‘and termination- 
at- the-convenience-of- -cthe-employer) is one sonth's pay for each 
full year of employaent, plus three: montha pay at the rate applic- 
able at the time of termination. Does this imply: that the one - 
month's pay for each year worked ig computed at t “pay pre “ 
vailing during each respective year worked? Does law or 
custom dictate the payment of terminal bonus to euployees who resign | 
voluntarily? (forking for WOFIRM is a very. special cage, obviously, 
and deserves exceptional financial consideration, but we do want to. 
‘understand the background ag it applies to commercial work so that 
we may have ἃ frame of reference or point of departure) .: 

5. We apologize for the long delay in sending this ᾿ἀϊαραξει, 
It was originally written in Harch, and mislaid in transit, but we 
thought it had been pouched, 

6, Apart from the foregoing, ao you recommend any changes in 
GERENDE's contract which will be due for renewal on 1 October 1968? 

USE PREVIOUS ZENTION. 
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Chief, WH Division _ ee Jeo αρίαπο erounto 
Ἷ ‘omy QUALIFIED D4Sa 

_ Acting Chief of station, Ps 
(CAR JUDGE MOLURG 

‘Amendzent of Raymond H. GERENDE's Contract 
ACTION REQUIRED -RUiLENGS. ἃ ae 

REVERENCE: HIMW-8281, 2 Dacenber 1959 

_2, ΣῈ 16 requested that the folloving amendzonta be made 
to Paragraph 11 “Terminal Payment” of Raymond H. GERENDS's Ἢ 
coatract (699 reference): . ἊΝ ᾿ 

ες ἢ ἂς The amount of terminal payzeat, in addition te one 
month’s compensation for each full year of esploynent since 
18 Harch 1955, should also include three months® pay at the rate 
applicable at the time of termination. : 

_ b. GEREWDE’s resignation upon 60 days’ notice will be 
accepted by the government as being in its best fnterest, and. 
GEREWDE will be eligible for full terminal payment. — oo 

3. The revision requested in graph ἃ hove ia for. the: 
purpose of having the contract ΟΣ ΚΌΝΙΝ which 
calls for three months’ salary plus one mon Gf cach year of 
gervice. The second revision is designed to give GERENDE the 
Option of resigning withow joopardizing his terminal paysont. - 
Ho bes no intention of resigning, but he feels that the contract, — 
(a8 it stands, leaves him with no security, The terminal payment | 

. 46. his only retirement program, but as vritten 1¢ dcas not give 
him the option of retiring. The Station advised GERENDE that 
any request of bis to retire would undoubtedly be accepted as leng. 

ener. 

a@ thore were no adverse eacurity or operational factors, but 
ες agrees that in fairness to GERENDE, who has, in effect, chosen a 
career with HOYIRM, the clause should be revritten to guarantes 

᾿ς him a termination payment. . GERENDE understands that paragraph 
10 (0) of the contract-will remain in force, and if invoked will 
deprive him of any terminal payment. " 
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a“ ὭΣ 6 re ‘ SEREMDE - 3904 

‘As reported in reference, (HMMA 32721, 7 Aug 67) ΟΞΕΞΝῸΡ had been : 

developing a possible access agent to LIRING’ Tris eventually culminated in : 

an attexpted recruitment of the prospect oy GERENDE. srerfoueh the attempt . 

was unsuccessful, GERENDE exhibited considerable r-soxrcefulness and operational . 

skill in developing the target to a point where the recruitment attempt was . 

possible. We plan to use GERKENDE in similar roles in tre future as ppportunities : 

arise, and for this reason we plan to document nim with a set of false| 61 : 
3 

documentation. GEKENDE is collecting exemplars and getting the background 

infotmation needed and once the necessary data are assembled, headquarters 

HMMA 33L59, 8 Nov 67 
. LYEMPTY progress rpt, 

- 1 Avg thru 31 Oct 67 | 

we 

(WOACRE) support will be requested. 

Sliema RT eet tt ee eee 
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Initial apsroach _ IDEN (who previovely selected by station for this dob) 
by Raymond H. GERENLE under cover local detective Bureau overator took 
place 1 July. Will ρος details after Gis second meeting wit IDEN Would appreciate traces IDEN. Local traces tiepative, Lg Pe, 

Ἵ Ἔν, δι τς 1 July 67 

6B. At statior di:ective 2aymond GERENDE made contact on 18 July with a 
- Foun woman spotted by this Stationas a possible candidate to act 
as LI# 8 girlfriend, The girl was found to ce ideal for our purposes 
‘she is attractive and has a good head on her shoulders, She was, however, 
unconvinced by GERENDE's :tory. Further meetings are plamed. ᾿ 

HMA 32957,Activities i 
Against Cubar targets, Jul@67. -: 
31 Aucust 67 

fhe girl vith whom Raymond GEKENDE had. been in contact és a possible 
Ae f 
oO τσ pA. eae ne τ a ene Ne eee eee ee candidate to act as LIHiNG/9'sgirlfriend finally cecided that she was 

not interested in working for the intelligence orzanization. he claimed to 

represent (with the support of false documentation). 
a : . HMMA 3325, 3 Now 67 

᾿ θρ5 against Cuba 
eee. fo By Ss 1 Aug-30 Sept 67 

“201- SoHT3 | 

TOR re ae eee cement eee Am τοκκοοτσνααικι κι Ron ON eon 

ane τ ὩΣ ΕΣ ‘ F 



lee? 98. σιν we. 

τονε ces. ἂν ΝΙΝ: 211] HESSAGE erat covies 

γε ταν ἢ eet, τὸ seasen [ἢ 
ϑέετοον Care. 

5 Bee) 
pee. Bae loe84746¢ PRRIREN at eS we has 

Ἔ RTF a osiavrecre) 

8g 2643 —., 
a Ce DIRECTOR 43555417 

cde TY OBVL0USLY Rot POSSIBLE SGSWIRL SUBJECT REFS a am B 
“WITHOUT FIRST OBTAINING HEG COOPERATION, aS PREVIOUSLY 

ὥς POINTED ONT OFFICIAL LOOKING DOCIME NTATION IS REESED To 
“ACHIEVE THIS, AS ALSO “ENTIONED. ‘PREVIOUSLY, FEEL VE CaN NOT. 

: WATT ANY LONGER (REF a SENT OW IB 4G) IF VE ARE TO WAVE δ΄ 
 euance To RECRUIT WHAT APPEARS BE “EXCELLEMT CANDIDATE FOR οι 
a PIR POSTS, ᾿ 

3 ἽΝ view ABOVE, “stat iow, SSH νὴ FALSE VST sa 

‘CRFDET TaLs ΤΟ GEREWE TO ENABLE HIM PURSE INITIAL ConTacrs 
: WITH, SUBJECT: REFS a ann B BS 500. ἘΞ POSSIBLE, VILL aDVYSE 

Ἔ RESULTS, | 



I 

am, = ; 4 
" . NTE ..................-ὕ...---ᾧᾧὦὦ΄ὦὖὃἢἃἢἃ... 

᾿ HESIAGE PORse τ ἢ BOUTAS ΔΆ Οϑ LTAls - Baise τ ἱ 
ὃ ae sce a es seals ake “= tora comes: OG ΤΣ 

ΣΎ L Ϊ ἀν SHIT betes) eee | ut 6954/9241 . Αξξοιυδοςς £1 eS τ 
ee ee : a — ΠῚ | τ AUR bOcmat τ: ; 

j 
ΜΕΥ oad : D arts Oo ΓΤ, aie errvEn TO tA me δ 

Ὁ ἢ ἄς ἀποὺ (CY #0 βεθὲκ [2 ras ον cs ous we. ᾿ ' : q 

ae “ εἰ του jf ἝΞ ᾿ ' var ΕΝ ΞΕ. 

---ςς-----ςὀ 
ΟΝ 

SECRET. ἘΞ. a 9847 
PBRUMEN a 

an 
REFS A. 2643 (IN 42349) 

: 
B. 2514 (IN 34914) 

το SUPJECT'S POA WAS REQUESTED , Oc Rurra shee siNer-sTATTBEe 

REQUEST. “SOT ALALE WON PRLOS42 YEBASTEOAND 

. MENPHONED-RUPSA. WILL CABLE PROMPTLY UPON RECEIPT, MGAMEHSLE edad SS, εν ξιγτινν ALIS Men, AUD Dit~wcucPm τας rae: : 
2. WE RELUCTANT ἃ AUTHORIZE REQUESTED ΞΕ ἘΠΕῚ IN CASE THIS . > ee 

ΕΓ NATURE at OUTSET. SUGGEST STATION CONSIDER SGSWIRL, ASSUMING POA BY 
TIXE OF ARRIVAL NEXT OPERATORS LATE SEPTEMBER, IF SGS¥IRL SATISFACTORY 

F<. AND FURTHER BONA PIDES STILL NEEDED, DOCUMENTATION COULD THEN ‘BE 
Be INTRODUCED, ὦ 

i END OF MESSAGE 
ἔξ. mr come: ‘wishes to actively pursue develoucene £0: poise Ὁ Ὁ ΠΟΥ ΤΣ : recruitment of whom Station .- he 7 Nidhi to put in orbit of ING-9 to elicit info on " and Place financial strain on: hia. . 

fa  ® iam ¥. Broe 

ἡ Scat he ὦ a hte ἀξ λον δὶ tee μὲ Che Be fee ty 
ae ΜΙ ΡΥ ρον ἕξ eT Tar Sp RE Bh Beas ete weak 



14-00008 

| he 2 : oe : om. : me : ; : 
secee S73 sea [} 99 — ξ CLASSIFIED MESEAGE tats ᾿ ROUTINE £NO/OR SO Se a : _ κελβξ»ῆ9 19 OTE OS, - ; . : , 
τα δὲν FO Pe BO. 

ruc σῷ [} ear. τὸ 
SECRET [ΞΞΞΕΞ- TRITIALS - £648 OF 

> PT en Σηνίϑω AG THIS COPT PROMIGITES | 
tasveos ( sss. ᾿ © gee Ge fh 

: goes anion to. J 

2 Z δι ~~ aov cory ; 
Peates 9 wn gs OO EL STTED BT: 

DIRECTOR 

PBRUME® | 
κε sta cem τα φημ) 
WOULD LIKE ACTIVELY PURSUE DEVLOPMERT SUBJECT PARA TWO REF ΤῸ 
POINT OF RECRUIQTMENT. THE LONGER WE WAIT TO PUSH AMEAD THE LESS 
CHANCES WE WILL HAVE TO RECRUIT THE GIRL. REQUEST PQS APPROVE 
ISSUE OF FALSE DOCUMENTATION CITED PARA TWO REF TO GEREEDE ABD 

THAT, PERDING RECEIPT OF POA, GERENDE BE ALLOWED TO PROCEED PER REF. 
| SECRET | 3 war tS 
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taal: ra «as ἢ] κὁ an seen δὶ oy Tee 

chagsere τῷ fing ag το δεῖξε MESSAGE τ ees corres” 

(Sate TD eile MO. 

one a net, τὸ δόλος ἢ 
ersraoe CJ sce. 

ἡ δοτλιαξᾷ ἐσθν 

Wr ¥ 2 : - 85 tesere Shere az 

ΚΤ chee clon aaa 

τς gewretisonezcire| 25a 34 34914 

pare gtr | ΤΟΥΣ : | | 

ss BPRUREW LIRING | | | % 

ξ REFS! ΝΕ. 16109) . a Sy 

ἰ 8 8. 2228 Ge 16094) ce ἢ , 

LIWE WITH STATIONS PLAHS TO ATTACK LIRIGG-9 aS Loa ΒΑΗ͂ΘΕ 
ee Te 

TARGET (SEE PARA FIVE REF A AND ANALYSIS BEING POUCKED) ACCESS aSEaTS =; 

ARE BEING SOUGHT. CONSENSUS IS THAT A FERALE 15 PROBABLY BEST aVEWUE ae 
ι a 

DESPITE REPORT|_____|249@ THAT HE PLANBING MARRIAGE. (LIRIEG-9 ie oe 

REGULARLY GOES OUT WITH γοῦνα.  βυῖ HaS KAD TROUBLE WITH HER τ oe 

om Peer eme nant seen Te eE Tete = oP QARILY AWD IS LOOKING FOR A μὲν GIRLFRIEED. , : 

ΝΞ ἫΝ ner BBAPPEARS BE EXCELLENT cauDigate. 1m Two ae, 

| oo, REETINGS AND MURBER FOLLOWUP TELECONS WITH GEREMDE, LATTER BROACKED 

ΕΣ SIBILITY OF WER WORKING FOR HIN PART TIRE 18 KEW INVESTIGATING 

cee FIRA. SUB.) REF A REFUSED COMMIT HERSELF ‘OVER PROPOSAL UNTIL geREME ᾿ς ἢ 

F<) COULD PROVE. BONAFIDES AND@UELESS HE COULD SATISFY HER THAT THE WORK ἶ ἐν εν 
' AS “seRIuS", IMPLYING SOMETHING “OFFICIAL” (SHE- BERT IOBED SHE D1 See a ᾿ ; 

: “> APPOINTED ΘΕΒΕΝΌΕ ΜΟΙ LNERGO ΜΕΗΒΕᾺ). GEREWBE assefonen 1S SNE RIGHT - 

oe WILLING COOPERATE IF HE CAH REVEAL LEHARP BAKING. IF. APPROVAL. | 4 OE 
R 

GIVEN BY HD @S own ISSUE GEGENDE FALSE “DEFENSE DEPARTREBT aADVISORYe 

τ᾽ couNctLy ARNY. LIAISON STAFF" CREDESTIALS FOR BOGA: FIDES.. 

ra ξεν ἐνῶ. 
; 

ee eee ae A a 
Se Bie Sag tia. 

ἷ 
ἢ 

πιρ 



| ᾿- T59/ dae s0Uo thy: ἊΝ ἡ: ὃ Love be 

A “Deferse Tererteest Advisery Counei] Sard” νὴ fagued to “syzend Ἧς GESFADL in the nace ef Jorge SA¥TINSZ DURAN. Tria card wee loaued for cae Operption ard ia to be returned efter 48 hae served ite purscee. : 

του βαρ οί ce an oslensible 
r 



cusweatos 

SECRET? 

Chief of Station, 

_iDerr/rrosress Report for the Pertod 2 May throws 31 July 1967 
ACT ited REQUIRED - fer ite ΡΣ] 

hetton Requireds For Your Information . 

Reference 8 HDHA-32068, 23 May 1967 ieavices ᾿ΌΒΘΩΝ Raport) — 

- Le Dec's Way ΤῊ τὰ 31 July 1967, ob ρον δ land] asetines were huis 
with Rayzond ἢ. OERENDE, Principal Agent for the LIDOTY Project. With the 
exception of one unscheduled mseting, mestings during this ‘period Were pre- 
arrenged and meeting tines and sites were varied. ‘The unscheduled mesting. 

was arranged via telephons using a prearranged open cola. During. the 
absemee of OSRENDE, two cperational mectings were held with Oliver 0. 
‘SCAMTLIED, alternate Principal Agent for LIEMPTY, and four with LIEMPTY-4, 
photo lab: operator. AlL of. these meetings were prearranged. 

- ὡς ΘΕΒΕΝΌΒ met vith LIEMPrY-b, «9, .1ὸ and -15 on 6 twice a week 
basie end vith LIDETY-G one once 4 veck basi during thie period. 
GERENOS's geotings with these sasets vere all prearrenged. SCANTLIX) 
met with LIS@TY-9 and -15 on tvo occasions and with LIEXPTY=6 once during 
the absense of GERENDE, 

econtimicdecs.- 



oe SO στ τς aay. oe 8 BE Re ee oe ((2 an § 
i 3» ΑἿΣ esests involved in the LIEMPPY Project perforeed in a sat- ἢ istectory manner during this period. Effective 1 July 1%? Limery-k ἢ 2 τ: ᾿ | 

end LIDPTY-11 vere given slight salary increases, because of their increased activity. 7 

. ἃ, There vere no kiown security incidents effecting the LIEMPTY Project o” the assets involved during the thres aonths under review. 

LIGALEA, 

5. This basehouse, the oparatcr of vhich is LIEMPPY-9, provided | L277 frases of operational. Photographs covering the patie and garden area of PISTEAL, LIEMPTY-9 also prepared fixed-surveiLilance reports, sighting roperts aml special notes and coments, ἫΝ ᾿ ; 

ας 

6. Fhe LILYRIC basehouse, vhich is staffed by LIEMPTY-15, -15 and -27, Brodused 2554 frames of operational photograph during the period. The. LILYRIC basshouse operacors contimed to Prepare fixed-surveiliance reports. om each cenber of POOFEAL and turned these in om.a Weekly basis, LIEMPTY-27 resumed his duties on 1 July as acheculed and this baschouse has now pe verted to its normal hours of coverage. - (See reference relative to the absence of LID TY-27,) 

ERGZED 

@2 duly because of the {liness of LIDGTY-6, During this period LIEMPTY-6 did very little redio-alerting for the LIEMERACE surveillanee team because of the variation of the surveillance team's activities. 

ents 80. 7H? LXQUERAP mobile photo vehicle had a decrease in eativity during this period becanee of the disanntling of the ‘old LIENTRAP vehicle and the modification and installation of equipment in the nev vehicle, The old LIEHTRAP 

20. Raymond Ἐς (GERENDS startea tke development of.a possible accees agent to LIRIN and also contimed to provide support for the IMROD opexniion, These task being aside fron hia MPTY duties. GEREEDE vas on vacation from 25 May through 4 Sime 1967. : 
: one administrative change during the coming period when will assume the Case Officer responsibilities for . G@ ° Ho probleas are envisicued in this change over, significant changes are planned. Ἶ = 

USE ρπβενιουξ EDITION, : 

ear ere Pe προ ον ᾿ 

᾿ ΠΣ WO. Σ 

ει 



. Chief of Btattion,| | 
κὸ θὲ. πε: REQUIRED 

SLE GALI ED DES 

CAR ADSL MDE RMS - 

‘Chief, WH Division : [uscev nw 
ῬΡΩΤΟΥ 

δ © RBenewal of Raynond. ΒΕ. GERENDE's Contract _ 
ἌΣΤΙΟΝ REQUIRED . OFF RERCLS 

HMA - 3125. 

Effective 1 October 1967, GEREKDE's contract will. 

be renewed with no changes for a period of one year, 

‘Distribution: : : 
2 - (08, πα. tee 

GGPATCH SYUSCL AND ἘΠΕ Ω 

EMMW-15599_ 

semen cane eet trainees etree τ τε -πτο.-.--......ς.. . 

+ ee je ORT αν a wi a as 
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4 ie er 

ἢ SECRET : 

a ἢ 

ἢ 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Office of Finance Η 

FROM : Contract Personnel Division ᾿ 

SUBJECT : . Contract Extension for ; 
Raymond Η, Gerende | 4 

1, Effective 1 October 1967, the contract, as amended, t 
for the subject individual, effective 1 October 1955 is extended : 
for a period of one (1) year. Ϊ 

2. All other terms and conditions of the contract, as ; i ; 

amended, remain in full force and effect. i 

} 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

SECRET 

. Group 1 - Excluded from automatic downgrading and declassification 

Tee πὶ 

A NO nL SO λον SLI A ER Ala REINER GS Do a aE Cet are Sete es Poa a OAS Det oy σαν 



SOR yey © Ot ap abtsade Tae we UAE et, πα. ΡΟ 

eas 

Chief of Station 

᾿ς, e contract of Raymond H. GERENDE - 
(| ACTioa REQUIRED - REF ERE ECES 

Action Required: As indicated 

Reference 3 HMMW-15530, 2 June 1967 

It 18 requested that the contract for Raymond ἢ, GERENDE 

be renewed for the coaing period without change. 

Distribution: . 
@)- Chiet/wap 

ΜῸΞ FILE RuMBER 

201-119523 

et 



5 - StF ae τ UA IRS. emiamsa=cs one eh ecenan 

meee ΙΝ τε Chief. of Station, | ἀπ τος x. ieee ἜΣ: 
5:8 Ὁ Ὁ τὸ ταν . ΟΝ 4 ORLY QUALIFILD DES oe τον» Ὁ ; \ 5 FLAGE ROE RING 

on αν 

ΝΌΜΟΝ Ἵπετοῦ Ἐερυιαξῦ - ΒΕΓΈΡΕΙΟΣΣ 

. Bubject's contract expires 30 September 1967. Shall 

we renew it on the present basis or do you wish to euesent 

any amendments? 

: Distributiog: 
_ ὦ - (05, 

HAMW-15530 
CAASEIF CATION ; 

SECRET 

SR CBI RII fo 6 gan rereleased eneansitirenacntaatis to, a ante 



“μοὶ ves Oxo -_ 

. πόρε τὸ FIRE WO. 

ΒΕ ᾿ λιελίοο wold t 
v ACT Om 

~ 

.ASSIFIED Ὄπ ΤΡ arene 
εἰαθεῖσε TO THLE HO. 

pice esef) war. το saance [1]. 

ecsteoy (i) sic. ; = ei ΓΣΙΖΙΤῈ 

ξάράπμενς ἢ ᾿ 

a ae RID COPY 

SecRET 2719102 Cite]  —_—| 8647 

DIRECTOR 

_REF DIRECTOR ὁδοῖς ἱ 

“HMMW- 14622 ANSWERED BY HNMT-7164, DATED 22 SEPTEMBER 1966, a 

“SECRET — HREGuEST REPLY Ont GERenoe’s τον eT 

π᾿": 



eare: 
“+ 48: 

ast: 
gare: 

Dissem AY —Aaf— PER 

! 

ἢ 
ες φρο; 

I 

snyieel ἀχρλνσν κομμῖν δ᾽ eos 

| : ΠῚ MESSAGE FUKH 

[Ὁ ἐν a3 

" SHUMW-14620 notified the Station that Gerende's contract 
“π΄ expires on 30 Sept 1966 and requests Hqa be notified whether 
Zany ee are ». ἀοΒΎΣ θα and ἜΒΘΊΒΟΣ at anon: oe extended. 

San 4 

TOYAL Copies: 7 

WH/1 | Ὁ woes SECRET 

3654 & uo inoce | : 
26 SEP 66 πιωεῖν εἰν: 201-119523 ; 

“DIRECTORS, 

Huck } Ba. R10 copy tes WRG PE ὁ ng, P : 

Ὁ ποτὰ τὰ ας, S Pr nets ore hao ΡῈ ΡΟΣ 

VBC κε τς. Oe ay Pech ae sas 3133 46 
7 Epes a Te ae DIRECTOR | 

"REQUEST CABLE REPLY HMMW-14620 ON GERENDE'S CONTRACT. 

ae oe τῆ END OF MESSAGE - 

Pe 

“William V. Broe 
CED τι λεῖος te er ta Goes οὖς ANA 

me coomomaTine oFriceRs 

ae SECRET 
ora 

AUTHENTICATING 
OFFICER 

Pele Pen ee 

para eet oN ae 

eee Thats 

heat: 



14-00090 

19 ᾿ 
beat Ὡλ4ς 4 ‘ Chief, wii ODiviston a0 actus erque 

ato e 

‘From 7 : ᾿ Grief of Station] + | πὰ 
ΕΝ : = : : . : : : 

Ainir/Persommel = Cortract for Raymond NH, αἰ ΘΕ, 
“ACTION REQUIRED - REFERENCES ὦ 

REFERENCE: ΠΡ ΝΥ, dated 12 Seoterber 1966 

‘Please extend Raymord ἢν GFREDE's cortract for one year...» 
ὲ ae eae a τυ ‘ ~ 

----- 

Distribution: Sg Es : 
G< Cher, wo δ 



0 ᾿ 

αἱ proses 

ΠῚ | omy Quauras risa 
cam puocl moucaS 

___Chief of station,[ J .:.͵8ὃ - ka eae εν, ΚΝ 

| Chief, WH Division _ 

εὐ σον fl. GERERDS 
RET OUND SUSE ΤῚΣ 

Reference: BOG-14620 

ες Please reply tmmdiately to Reference concerning GEREHDE's contract 

since it expires on 30 Septeuber 1966. 

ae? 

Distribution: = 
2 ba Cos, 

GISPATCH SYMBOL Aad MUEBER 

WOW-LROTT 

 QUASSICATION 

‘SECRET © _ 201-119523 

VFECER'S SHANKS! RE 
. Foe 

rey §3 “uS€ PREVIOUS comon «΄,; 



14-0000) aod 

_ Chief-of Station, 
ΕΞ acre 

fra 

Chief, Wh Division 
RUGALT ; , 

¢ Reymond AH, GERENDE 
OCT LPs PLANRLO -RUFCRENGLS “-. Me 

Reference: “pes keg 

it ohould be extended for another year. 

Fhe contract for Raymond H. GERENDE expires on 30 Septenter 1966. 
Please notify Headquarters whether any changeo are desired and whether 

τ COORLTATING 

5 : ΒΡῈ δῖ SX 



ΓΡΙΣΡΆΙΓΗ |... ——=— 
το 

: 540. 

: Chief of Station) 
ΕἸ ρον LIQOTY/Rasmond H. GERSDZ 7 
a © raergency Contect Syste 
2 ALTO GLARED - REFERENCES wo 

Chief, KH Division 

6595 mane | c 
Reference: EMMA-15951, isted 23 November 1950 —¢!- 

1, In compliance with KUBARK regulation, C3I-F 230-60, the folloving 
revised and up-dated Emergency Contact System, applicable to Rayaoné #, 
GZRENDE, is forwarded for Headquarters’ records, 

2. Insofar as can be determined at the present time, OERENDE could 
yrobably be contacted at one of the following places: 

a} Present Residence: IDAUTTY A. 
b Present Gover Exployment Address: IDENTITY B 

If Subject cannot be located at either of the above addresses, he possibly 
could be located through LIEMGRACE-3. 

3. The. following oral recognition dialogue, using the ‘English 
language, isto be employed as indicated: . os 

CONTACT: "Mr. (GERENDE, true name) Your Aunt and Uncle in 
the *States' esked me to look you up." 

GERENDE: "Then you are referring to the IDENTITY Ο" 

CONTACT: "No, I meant your other relatives in Sout 
Carolina, the ID=MIrTy Ὁ" 

GERENDE: "Yea, Auntie is ay Mother's sister,” 

&, For use as physical bona fides; the Station 18 forwarding herewith the 
right-hand portion of a one peso note. bearing the serial number VO97E34. - 

i - 
econtimied... — Ἔ ρου ΝΥ ἰἘἬἬἪ i. ᾿ head As stated herevith | ἀζῶνς eta 

Pe Identities u.s.c. {τ το ΌΞΟΣΘ #/0 §/¢ 
tos τὰν TOES 
bet ini 

Distribution: ἡ : 

(25 Chief, WH Division 

ao De 

. §0-6-74 /3 

“ιν a cael cael 
\ 

ΓΟ ΗΝ 

Se τς προσ Ξ 

chet eT anes 



2g SA er teen etter een κὐἴ[ἰὃψὕ.ὕ.ὕ...............ς-.. ones A 2 by rr em ee prem ob ------ ne rt 

: mane kas been ΕΝ the left. hana eevee eaeinss the. sane serial. aber and 
has received a briefing on its use and purpose. It has been explained to 
GERIND? that he 18 to show his half of the physical bona fides only after. 

the Yecognition ‘dialogue has been accurately coupleted and his new contact hes” 
Fequestedto see his bona fides. GERENDZ has also been instructed to assure. : 
himself of his contact's bona fides by asking to see the other portion of the one 
peso note. (NOTE: These arvanze:ctis χυζετοοδο thrae contains? tr mafererse). 
After visual identification of his new contact's bons fides, GAEDE will 
accept the new contact as his Case. Officer. 

BH ke dale oe vase rt gt τον 

carl 

SAAR OS teh oie hm pad ᾽ν 
ἔξει 

τὸ μι Δρῤβλλυενλν By Cs yet κυνί ee seats 

= §3a ὧν paevious Eero SECRET 
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BAS uN. 

Bt ΠΝ 

UNDER ΒΡΘΡΑΒΑΤῸ corpp ATTACRAgN? τὸς EMMA-26333, 
IDENTITIES, 
A. 

C. "The Pates" 
Mr. and Mrs, A.M. PATE 

- $01 Capitol Place 
Columbia, 3. C. 

D. "The Kolbs" 
Mr, and Mrs, R. P. KOLB 
‘3111 Grace Hill Rd. 
Columbia, S. Ὁ, 

ap 27 Hina 26333. bs 

datet 13 February 1966 

Sol ἢ ς.3.. 



14-00000 

Mr. Raymond H. Goerends ᾿ = im Seas 

Deer Mr. Gerende: 

Hilective foc GIS. ~ all contracts written or oral outered 
into bstweea you and the United Ctates are hereby terminated and in Hou theres! . 
the following contract ts substituted: 

The United States Government, ac seprecented by t the Contracting Officer, 
hereby contracts with you for the purchase of certain information and related 
eorvicee of ἃ confidential nature under the fellowing terme and conditions: 

1. Compensation. In full consideration far the purchase of euch infoyme< 
ation and sercices, you will be paid au ameunt calculated af the rate of $3600 
per πιάσαι, Payments will be made ag divected " you is iting: in 8 maarst 
acceptable te the Goverpmnsas. 

ΤῊΣ 2. Travel. You will be advanced or reluhurosd funds fer authorized 
operational travel, AU expenses ingurved haroundor ese ‘eubject te payment 
and. tpcounies ip compliaace with Covernment vegulaticaa, 

3. Cperational Expences, You will be eévenced oe Peimbursed funda toa BATA 
pecencary Spor stional « Sipensed, 88 cpocifically sopraved by the Governm ts 
Buch funds wild be aubject te accounting in es with, ‘Goveramsnt rege- 
leticae. : 

4 

_o + 4 Repayment. ΠΕ ΕΝ oa Nees ew Sn 
any monice adveaced you hereunder shall entitle the Goveramsnt to withhold 
the total amowat of cuch indebtedases oF any porticu theroed fem eny monics. 

oe Sa eee ere meee eeu βου δι Sp eEP : 

$, Hieecetion of Nocumsete, Y, ta the porflormsacs af services wader 
thie contract, you assume the custody of Goveramest fundg of take title we 

εὐ, Beeord to property of any nature whaisosver and wherever situste, waleb 
.  preperty hae in fact beea purchased with mealos of the U. δ. Gevernament, 
Ἢ yea hereby veeugnize pad asebneviedes the existence ef B. trust eelesionshin, a 

“o “@igker express or cencteuctive, and you agrees to exocwle whatever wocumers ot ae 
pent Ao required by the Government to evidence tis relationship. eh 

Ἢ το ὡς Btetus. You. are est as. employee of the United Rates Guestuiieet 
«Under thie agr agreement and 829 act entitled to any benefits αὐδῶ sacle 

te an pa iiss matea. 

ve ᾿ Secrecy. An intowmetion related te this egroemest eeaeaves ὠς 
af ΣΝ τς this instrument, or otherwise, ie secret end chall act be divalged 
to any porsea, erganisatian oy Government in any form er avianer, except as eS 
authorised by the Foprecontative of the Goverameat oeecere this agreement. | ̓ 



TOTS vere. Ὁ OR ae FT Ree oP BAL tel lies FTE We. πεσε ᾿σάτιδο ard be as immediate sel Goel broach of thie Agregensst aad will ragulg_ in forfetture by you of hay and all benefies whieh may then have secrued ts poe by veagon of this agroernent, ἜΣ δ «ἢ ἃ oP 
8. Inctructions. lastreetioag received by γος trom the Goverament ia briefing, tzainiag or cther wise 888 ἃ part of thie centracs and are iseoerporsated Seraia, provided that gc. jasiructicas are B84 ineonsistest with the torms 

9. Unauthorised Commitments. Me promises or commitments 

οὐ (8) By thirty (30) Goyo! sctual estisa to you from the Government, oy 
(>) Without pelor notices, {a the event οὗ ἃ breach ef this coutract by your viclation of the Security provisions hercaf ex by your otherwieg wondering yoursel{ Gasvallable fey aseeptable ecrvice, ὁ 


